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Ministry holds meeting in Nakusp on new Arrow Lakes ferry
by Jan McMurray
A new ferry is slated for
spring 2014 for the Arrow Lakes
crossing at Galena/Shelter Bays,
and Ministry of Transportation
and Infrastructure officials hosted
a meeting March 1 in Nakusp to
tell people about it.
The Request for Proposals
(RFP) on the design-build of the
new vessel closes April 10, and
the ministry expects to make
a decision in late spring. The
successful contractor will be
required to hold a public meeting.
Both existing ferries, the DEV
Galena and the MV Shelter Bay,
are reaching the end of their
service life and will be replaced
with the new ferry.
The biggest bonus of the
new ferry is its weight capacity.
Although its carrying capacity
of 80 passenger vehicles doesn’t
sound much better than the 78
passenger-vehicle capacity of the
two existing ferries combined, the
new ferry will be able to carry 470
tonnes – significantly more than
the 350 tonnes the two existing
ferries together can take.
“It was designed to take all the
commercial traffic and not limit
deck space. You’ll never see a
ferry leave when there is still space
on the deck – unless we run out
of cars,” said Callum Campbell,
naval architect from Capilano
Maritime Design and part of the
project management team.
The new ferry will have wider
lanes, a deck de-icing system and
dedicated viewing galleries. It will
be designed so that maintenance
can be done in the water, and
will use 25 percent less fuel than
the existing ferries. It will be 90
metres long, with a breadth of 19.5
metres and a depth of 3.65 metres.
Several people said they would
like to see the ferry built in the
Nakusp area. Renee Mounteney
from the ministry said she would

also love to see that, but cannot
speak for the successful contractor.
She said the ministry’s newest
ferries, the MV Osprey and the
MV Forester, were partly built
on site.
Members of the public were
concerned about the lack of a
back-up ferry. Mounteney of
the ministry said the new ferry
would be built with “enhanced
maintenance technology, greatly
reducing the chance of lengthy
breakdowns.” Also, the two old
ferries will be available for the first
two years for back-up. “We won’t
take those ferries away without
assurance we can keep the ferry
running,” she said.
Mounteney said there were
other back-up options, suggesting
that a tugboat could tow the
ferry if necessary. Dave Holm of
Western Pacific Marine, the ferry
operator, was in the audience and
pointed out that there would be
no tugboat available for this. She
said they would turn their minds
to a back-up plan once the contract
was awarded.
Some people questioned
the ability of the new ferry to
maintain the one-hour schedule.
Earl Frerichs of the Beaton Arm
Crossing Association (BACA)
said BACA’s calculations on
load and unload times showed a
90-minute turnaround time for the
new ferry.
Ministry officials were adamant
that the one-hour schedule would
be maintained. “Callum and a team
of marine engineers have come out
and looked at the existing ferries
and they are confident we can meet
the one-hour schedule. The RFP
requires absolutely that they meet
that. The vessel and docking must
be designed to meet that,” said
Mounteney.
Nakusp resident Helmut
Klughammer asked if the ministry
was planning to widen the highway

at the ferry approaches to handle
the increased traffic coming off
the ferry. Holm expressed the
same concern. “The ferry may be
able to allow double-lane loading
and unloading, but the roads can’t
handle that,” he said.
Glenn Olleck of the ministry
said they would fly the area this
year and “over time, we can look
at different designs if we think we
need road improvements.”
Someone asked if a fixed link
would be more cost effective than
building a new ferry, particularly if
road improvements would also be
necessary. Mounteney said she did
not want to avoid the question, but

cannot discuss costs until the RFP
has closed. When Frerichs said the
Osprey cost $20 million in 2000,
Olleck pointed out that the Osprey
is a high-end vessel and the cost of
the Forester was considerably less
at $8 million in 2004.
Campbell commented that
comparing the Osprey with the
new ferry was not comparing
apples to apples when Gene Nagy
of BACA asked about greenhouse
gas emissions. The Osprey’s run
from Balfour to Crawford Bay on
Kootenay Lake is longer, and the
vessel has two high-speed diesel
engines compared to the new
ferry’s two medium diesels. Also,

the Osprey was designed to go
50-60 knots compared to the new
Arrow Lakes ferry’s 11 knots.
Frerichs made a pitch for the
fixed link based on the argument
for economic development. “If
you want to have any industry
come to Nakusp, you need a fixed
link. We have economists who
have gone over that and over that,”
he said. However, he and Nagy
agreed that even if construction
of the fixed link were to begin
tomorrow, the ferry would still
be needed.
“We just want the fixed link to
be on a ministry plan somewhere,”
commented Nagy.

Lucerne School high school students participated in the province-wide student walk-out in support of the teachers’ strike at 2 pm on March 2.
Although they admitted that the things teachers are fighting for – smaller class sizes and improvements for special needs students – do not
affect Lucerne students, they said they recognize that these are important for students in other schools. A written statement about why Lucerne
students decided to walk out cites the 194 school closures and huge funding cuts to education in the past decade in BC. See story, page 2.
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Lucerne School students walk out in support of teachers
by Jan McMurray
Lucerne School high school
students participated in the provincewide student walk-out in support
of the teachers’ strike at 2 pm on
March 2.
The students walked up and
down the main street of New Denver,
and four of them stopped in at the
Valley Voice office – Sadye Butler,
Cypress Hunder-Rookes, Danika
Hammond and Margaret Barkley.
Although they admitted that the
things teachers are fighting for –
smaller class sizes and improvements
for special needs students – do not
affect Lucerne students, they said they
recognize that these are important for
students in other schools.
“Our teachers are fighting for
valid things that are important, and

we feel it’s important to give them
support,” said Hammond. “The
reasons they are striking aren’t
affecting us so much, but we want to
help the bigger picture.”
“The strike sucks but it will be
worth it if we get something out of
it – if there aren’t 40 kids in a class
and no library at schools in the cities,”
said Butler.
A written statement about why
Lucerne students decided to walk
out cites the 194 school closures
and huge funding cuts to education
in the past decade in BC. “We want
funding cuts to stop and funding to
return to our public education. We
want our government to recognize
that education, teachers, and
students must be respected,” says
the statement.

March Break
Creative Kootenay
Kids Camp

Featuring a different local artist each day

At The Silverton Gallery
March 19 - 23 • 9 am - 3 pm

$150 – Art supplies included

Public Art Show
March 24, 1 - 3 pm

Partly funded by CKCA
250 358 7773

Respect for students is an issue,
with students feeling like they are
“caught in the middle,” said HunderRookes.
“It feels like the teachers and the
government are having this thing

and we’re just pawns in their game,”
said Butler. “No one is asking what
we think.”
Lucerne students also contacted
MLA Katrine Conroy’s office and
made an appointment to discuss their

concerns with her. The student walkout idea started in Vancouver and
was publicized on Facebook. Over
18,000 students across the province
indicated on Facebook that they
would participate.

by Jan McMurray
Teachers voted overwhelmingly
to escalate strike action to a full
withdrawal of services for three
days March 5, 6 and 7. This was
in response to Bill 22, which will
legislate them back to work when it
becomes law.
Nicole Suhr, president of the
Arrow Lakes Teachers Association,
explained that once the bill becomes
law, teachers will not be in a legal
position to engage in any strike action
at all until September 1.
The legislation imposes a
mediation period until the end of
June. If an agreement has not been
reached by then, the mediator will
make non-binding recommendations
to government.
“Minister Abbott has hinted
that he will come up with additional
legislation, so we will wait and see,”
she said.
Suhr said the teachers’ main
complaint is the government’s net
zero policy. “That is a choice the
government made, yet they still go
ahead and give politcians raises,” she

said. “It’s frustrating that they don’t
recognize the value of educators.”
Suhr said the government has
insisted on negotiating in blocks
of items rather than going through
each item individually. “So when
there is a sticking point, we can’t
move forward,” she said. “We want
productive and respectful bargaining.”

Bill 22 establishes a ‘Learning
Improvement Fund’ that will provide
$30 million to support special needs
students in the 2012/13 school year.
That amount will rise to $60 million in
2013/14 and to $75 million in 2014/15
and each year thereafter.
“This will not solve issues of class
size and composition,” said Suhr.

by Steve Anderson, local
representative, Kootenay Lake
Teachers Association
Teachers from Kaslo and area
participated in the recent strike
action with a degree of ambivalence.
Local support for the strike was not
unanimous but it was very strong;
however, in voting to support such
action teachers were faced with only
two options: support the strike or
give in to unreasonable government
demands, demands that further erode
hard-won contractual rights. A
different outcome could have ensued
if more options were available.
Teachers have tried to negotiate,
asked for meaningful mediation,
offered to accept arbitration. The
government has answered no, no,
and no.
Faced with only two choices
local teachers supported the strike.
However, to make it clear that the
grievance is with the government
and not with the community Kaslo
teachers chose to donate one day
of their strike pay to the local Trust
For Kids charity fund. This gesture
is intended to say that teachers
care about kids and appreciate our
community.
This contract dispute is a complex
situation in which two large, powerful
and determined organizations, the

government and the BCTF, are
working to achieve different and
sometimes contradictory goals in
an arena fraught with a variety of
politics, passions and perceptions.
Given this arena there is much
posing, posturing and strategizing
on both sides.
The government has chosen to
take a very hard line in this dispute.
Unfortunately, the greatest harm
being done by this hard line position
is the erosion of morale amongst
the teachers of this province, most
of whom are hard working and
caring individuals dedicated to the
enrichment of their students.
In their posturing and in their
contract proposals the government
implies that teachers in the system
need closer supervision, better
training and tighter management.
Teachers resent those implications.
Seven years ago the education
system in British Columbia was
recognized as one of the best in the
world. In recent years, our ranking
has been slipping. Is that because
teaching practices have declined
or could it be because resources
have been cut while class sizes and
demands on teachers have been
increased?
There are two sides to every story.
You will decide which to believe.

Teachers vote for full strike action for three days

WANTED
TO BUY:

CEDAR AND
PINE POLES
John Shantz
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Please contact: Gorman
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Columbia River Treaty session comes to New Denver
by Jan McMurray
New Denver’s CRT session on
February 21 was the sixteenth in the
series of information sessions being
held in communities around the basin
by CBT.
These sessions are happening now,
in the lead-up to 2014, when notice
must be given if either country wants to
terminate the treaty. The treaty cannot be
terminated before 2024.
In attendance to answer questions
were Kindy Gosal, CBT’s expert on
the treaty, Richard Paisley, UBC law
professor specializing in international
water and energy agreements, and Ingrid
Strauss of the BC Ministry of Energy
and Mines.
Gosal explained that CBT’s role is
to provide information to basin residents
about the treaty and to produce a report
on these information sessions, while the
Province’s role is to make decisions and
conduct formal consultations.
Strauss said the Province would
identify concerns about the treaty by
going through the CBT report as well
as reports done by BC Hydro, and then
would host another round of community
meetings to discuss ways the concerns
could be addressed. “We’ll look at the
different options we have and how they
would impact your concerns, and let
you know what you would have to give
up for certain interests. It’s a complex
agreement and there will be tradeoffs
that are not black and white,” she said.
Gosal said that the US is also
looking into the treaty, but rather than
having open community meetings, they
are having stakeholder meetings with
mostly government representatives.
The CRT, an international
transboundary waters agreement, was
signed between Canada and the US in
1964. It allowed for the construction
of the Duncan, Keenleyside, and Mica
Dams in Canada and the Libby Dam
in the US.

Contrary to a common belief, the
salmon runs in the upper Columbia
did not stop because of the CRT dams,
but rather because of the Grand Coulee
Dam, built in the 1930s in Washington
State. Gosal said that First Nations are
committed to re-introducing salmon
into the system and are looking into this.
Gosal said that the Grand Coulee
and Chief Joseph Dams in Washington
State block salmon migration to the
upper Columbia River system, but
studies show that it is feasible to
introduce juvenile salmon into the upper
Columbia. However, Gosal explained
that the reservoirs are not good fish
habitat, mainly because of the huge
fluctuation in water levels. Paisley added
that most salmon species in BC are on
the cusp of survival because they are
temperature intolerant. If temperatures
rise another one or two degrees, he said,
there will only be salmon up north.
In the US, salmon is protected
under the Endangered Species Act and
Gosal said they spend huge amounts
($800 million/year) to support salmon.
“Whether or not it is feasible to keep
those populations viable is under
debate, and moving them up into the
upper Columbia makes that even more
complex,” said Gosal.
Although ecological issues such as
salmon fisheries are a big concern today,
they were not concerns at the time the
Columbia River Treaty was signed. The
treaty is all about power generation and
flood control.
Before the CRT, the US was
generating power from dams it had
already built on the Columbia. The CRT
dams allowed the US to generate more
power. This additional power, called the
‘downstream benefits,’ is shared 50-50
between Canada and the US.
Canada’s share of the downstream
benefits, ‘the Canadian entitlement,’ is
paid to us in power. We then sell it and turn
it into cash. Based on a 10-year average,

the Canadian entitlement is worth $150$300 million per year. However, in 2011,
the Canadian entitlement was worth only
$120 million, and Strauss said they don’t
see that amount climbing back upwards.
She said gas and thermal generation are
bringing down the value of hydro.
From the US perspective, however,
they are paying Canada too much – and
the salmon are again an issue here. US
environmental laws prohibit the US
from generating power to maximum
capacity, so the Canadian entitlement is
calculated based on computer models.
The Canadian entitlement is therefore

a theoretical amount of power, not the
actual amount of power generated by
the US. Paisley said it bothers the US
that they are paying for power they do
not actually generate, and suggested
that they may be more willing to pay for
flows that benefit the ecology.
The other objective of the treaty is
flood control. In 2024, ‘assured flood
control’ expires and ‘on call flood
control’ comes into effect. On call flood
control never expires, and means that
the US can ask Canada for flood control
whenever needed. The US has to manage
its reservoirs to a certain prescribed

by Jan McMurray
Meadow Creek Cedar (MCC) is
setting the stage to appeal the decision to
suspend its forestry licence. The licence
suspension came into effect February
29 and will remain in effect during the
appeal process. The company has taken
the first step in that process, which is
to ask the Regional Executive Director
of the Ministry of Forests to review the
decision. “This may result in a followup hearing between now and March
12, or the Regional Executive Director
may make a decision based on written
submissions. In the meantime, the
licence suspension that came into effect
February 29 remains,” said a ministry
spokesperson. If the Regional Executive
Director upholds the decision, Meadow
Creek Cedar can appeal it to the Forest
Appeals Commission.
The company was notified February
3 of the licence suspension, a $42,000

fine, and a remediation order to plant
trees on six cutblocks by August 15.
These penalties resulted from a recent
investigation that found MCC did
not achieve minimum restocking
requirements on the six cutblocks.
The decision to suspend the licence
was based not only on the current
contraventions, but also on the many
contraventions MCC has accumulated
over the years.
The company has filed a notice
of appeal with the Forest Appeals
Commission on the $42,000 fine. The
ministry spokesperson reported that the
commission chair has yet to determine
the timeline and process for a ruling.
“An appeal of the remediation order
to replant the blocks is not anticipated,
since Meadow Creek Cedar has already
admitted the contravention and made
commitments to reforest those blocks,”
said the spokesperson.

Meadow Creek Cedar launches appeal
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optimum before they can call on Canada
for flood control.
Another treaty issue discussed at
the meeting was Libby Dam. Gosal said
Libby was authorized under the treaty
because the Americans wanted it, but
it floods back into Canada, creating the
Koocanusa (Kootenay, Canada, USA)
reservoir. It does not have to coordinate
entirely with the other three treaty
dams. Gosal explained that Libby Dam
provides flood control to Kootenay Lake
and is key to the viability of Kootenay
Canal, so Canada benefits from Libby,
but people who live around Koocanusa
and Kootenay Lake would like to see
better coordinated operations.

ULRIKE ZOBEL, LAWYER
PRACTISE RESTRICTED TO:
CRIMINAL & FAMILY LAW

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
208 Broadway St., Nakusp, BC

250-265-4372 • 1-877-265-4372

www.ulrikezobel.com
Serving the Arrow and Slocan Lakes
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Wireless meters
not needed to
harvest solar
energy

Susan in Yahk, BC asked
for answers. Yes you can grid
interconnect up to 10 kW of
generation with BC Hydro with
no special purchase contract. The
process is simple. Your existing
meter works fine with solar by
rotating backwards, however BC
hydro insists on installing one of
their new meters so they can do
a more detailed accounting of
kilowatt hours (kWh) purchased
versus kWh sold.
Those new meters happen to
be ‘smart’ (‘smart’ marketing?).
Everyone wants to be associated
with ‘smart’ so we line up behind
‘smart’ stuff. Let’s be honest, the
new wireless meters that might be
installed (we have one – wireless
not enabled yet) are just ‘data
slaves’ that answer to the ‘master’
when he calls with his electrosmog
signal.
The existing grid is very well
informed, responsive and works
surprisingly well. All generation
sources are modeled into a matrix
that considers the variety of factors
affecting demand and generation.
On average the loads consumers
use throughout the days and
seasons are very predictable based
on past data.
We know from satellite data
that Nakusp gets on average 3.4
hours of equivalent direct sunlight
per day or about 1,250 hours per
year. Located on our house is
a small solar electric array that
can harvest about 1,000 watts
for each of those hours (1 kWh),
but the ‘data slave’ meter does
not have a clue how much solar
electricity we are getting at any
moment. Because we use some

of the solar-generated electricity
before it passes out of the house
through the electric meter, it’s not
good at interpreting solar energy
harvested. Not so smart after all…
‘data slaves.’
The Ontario Power Authority
(OPA) has created a Feed In
Tariff (FIT) similar to Germany’s
program. OPA started out offering
homeowners over 80 cents/kWh
of solar harvested. Why Ontario,
with less sun than here? Because
they didn’t want more coal power
choking kids with asthma. Who
pushed? Angry mothers. Why not
in BC? Complacency, feeling like
we have clean, safe hydropower
(never mind we lose homes,
farmland, and the salmon).
Here is the latest news.
Because countries like Germany,
Spain, Japan and now China
have seriously invested in and
supported solar energy technology,
the upscaled production has
brought the cost way down. Now
instead of costing you 40 cents
per kWh to have installed solar, it
costs less than 15 cents /kWh. The
obstacles are financing, storage
and acceptance.
Hydro rates are going up.
BC Hydro says they need a third
dam on the Peace River for an
estimated price tag of about $7.9
billion to meet BC’s future power
needs. If that was put into a solar
and microhydro FIT or low interest
loan program, we could have that
power with no added loss of farms
and rivers.
If instead of building dams
for $8 billion and retrofitting
homes with ‘data slaves’ for
many millions, BC Hydro could
incentivize home scale distributed
solar energy resources that need
not have anything to do with
‘smart stuff.’
Kip Drobish
Oso Renewable Energy
Hills
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Pension reform

When my husband retired at 55
in 1976, the statistics were: if a man
retired at 65, he would get a pension
for 30 months, but if he retired at 55, he
would collect a pension for 30 years. So
if Mr. Harper can get people to work till
they are 67, he will not have to pay any
pensions at all!
My husband collected a pension for
30 years and five months.
E. Irene Varty
Winlaw

Congratulations to
the Slocan Valley
Arts Council

Twenty-five years – WOW!
I really wanted to come and almost
made it. I loved receiving a personal
phone call invitation. Three people come
particularly to mind as I think about this
occasion.
Leslie Mayfield. How would the
arts council have survived if you didn’t
do the books for years and years? Yes,
it isn’t much time or work, but all the
same, you have given of your time and
attention. May you be blessed!
Joel Harris (bless his soul) would
have been so proud of all the people who
have organized so many great events
over the years. Art and Garden Tours,
Recycled Art competitions, etc. and all
that came before my time.

David Orcutt (bless his soul) would
have shown up with some kind of love
and light show. As a board member of
WorldSign Communication Society,
I am grateful to the small grants that
came our way consistently as a member
organization of the arts council. That
little seed money helped us move ahead
inch by inch.
Here’s to you all, good work!
Laverne Booth
Crawford Bay

Boomer bummer, but…

The withering and death of spiritual
life brings on the wasteland. Back in
the ’60s the Holy Grail seemed to be,
for many, within reach, just below the
threshold of collective consciousness.
But alas, it has once again fallen deep
beneath the waves and the fabric of
civilization is mildewy and in decay.
In our increasingly secular culture,
God has left the building, folks, and
God’s country has become real estate and
commodity. It’s not looking good for the
entity mankind, who suffers increasing
physical and physiological maladies. The
prognosis is dire.
But take heart that, as always,
personal redemption is at hand. The way
of repentance is a long, hard grind – but
redemption is there, at the end of the line.
The quest for the Grail must continue.
God bless. Peace.
Jozef Clark
Edgewood

Voter suppression

Here are my thoughts on the news
of voter suppression.
If there has been an attempt by
any person or party to suppress the
vote, then our government should
act immediately to insure a complete
impartial investigation, inquiry, and
if warranted, prosecution of those
responsible. And if any party is found
to have engaged in an effort to suppress
the vote, that party should be forced to
dissolve and its assets should be forfeited
to the People of Canada!
It doesn’t matter if the calls affected
the outcome in any riding or not. What
matters is the intent and attempt!
We don’t not charge a bank robber
with bank robbery if he or she happens
to fail to take any money. It’s still bank
robbery!
If any attempt was made to suppress
the vote, it’s still election fraud!
As for the penalty, if any party
is found to have participated in
such activity, that party should have
to dissolve, and its assets should be
forfeited to the People of Canada!
Also, it doesn’t matter who did it,
any riding where it occurred should have
its results disqualified and a byelection
should be called immediately!
I hope parliament will act to insure
this matter is dealt with swiftly!
Will Webster
Kaslo
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BACA should
consider a tunnel

It is quite surprising to me that the
Beaton Arm Crossing Association
(BACA) has not gotten in touch with
the engineering wizards responsible
for the Burton tunnel. These design
and construction geniuses could
provide a fiscally viable alternative
to a causeway and allow a direct
route from Shelter Bay to Galena
Bay.
While these dedicated women
and men put on the airs of prima
donnas – rightly so considering their
incredible accomplishments – with
a diplomatic approach, they may
deign to work as consultants in the
planning of an underground option
for the crossing.
The skill and artistry involved in
the construction and the refinements
of the Burton tunnel amaze all who
make the journey from Burton to
Winlaw and back.
A tunnel under Arrow Reservoir
makes sense for a variety of reasons.
Road maintenance would be minimal
because the roadway would be out of
the weather, the periodic removal of
bat guano notwithstanding. There
would be local jobs maintaining the
lighting system, as well.
Billed as the second-longest
subterranean highway tunnel in
Canada – the Burton tunnel having
a solid lock on first place – it would
surely become a tourist attraction.
Situate a most appropriately
positioned Subway restaurant and
gas bar at the midpoint in the tunnel
and you’ve got the makings for a
self-supporting project. Add selling
lighted billboard space on the tunnel
walls and the prospect looks even
better.
So come on, BACA, break out of
the box and use some imagination.
Challenging times call for innovative
initiatives.
Brian Barney
Beaton

RF radiation dangers
slow to surface

This is in reply to Dave
McCormick’s letter of February
22. There is reason indeed to be
concerned about radiofrequency
radiation.
Last year, the International
Agency for Research on Cancer
(IARC) classified RF fields
as possibly carcinogenic. RF
radiation was known to be possibly
carcinogenic 12 years before.
In 1999, Health Canada
commissioned the Royal Society of
Canada to set up a panel of experts
and conduct a comprehensive review
of the health risks associated with
exposure to RF fields.
The relationship of RF exposure,
ODC, polyamines, and cancer was
examined. Ornithine de Carboxlase
(ODC) is an enzyme related to cell
growth and division, and is present
in both normal and malignant cell

growth. The level of ODC is capable
of increasing in less than one hour
after exposure, due to low frequency
components of both magnetic and
RF fields. ODC has been studied
extensively in relation to the
cancer phenotype. Many chemical
carcinogens have been shown to
increase ODC levels and activity.
This is a common phenomenon
related to cell exposure and tumour
promoting agents. AND, it looks like
RF radiation does the same thing.
RF radiation was shown to be
possibly carcinogenic in 1999, then
12 years later in 2011, the IARC
said it was. What trust can we have
in the IARC? At the rate they work,
some researchers may prove RF
radiation to be carcinogenic and then
12 years later the IARC may classify
it as such.
It’s ‘possible’ RF radiation could
be carcinogenic like tobacco and
asbestos. At one time, they were
considered safe. Given the increasing
levels of electrosmog, precautionary
measures should be taken.
Ed Zak
Nakusp

Silverton
council fence
decision
irresponsible

At the February 28 Silverton
council meeting, the council
unanimously passed a motion to
build a six-foot-high fence along
the south side of Water Street. At
taxpayers’ expense. That is also the
north side of our property.
Council says their fence will run
right along our property line. This
means their fence will cut off all
access to that side of our property.
If we put in a garage for example,
we would have to make access from
5th Street.
We wonder if it is legal to block
off someone’s property from a
street. That aside, is this a morally
responsible thing to do? We don’t
believe so! Imagine if they were
doing this to your property.
About two years ago, we asked
council to make Water Street about
25 feet wide and build a fence on the
north side of the street. This was to
give us privacy from the campsites
and deal with safety issues. One huge
safety issue is a large tree that leans
directly at our house.
At the time, a council member
told us that no more trees would be
cut down. She said they were going
to plant new trees to replace ones
already removed.
Since then, one tree has been
removed because it was dying,
and 15 trees have been removed to
accommodate the campers. The one
aimed at our house still stands. The
score: campers 15, taxpayer 0.
If council did as we originally
asked, they would remove a few
trees. Some campsites would need
to be re-aligned, but the number of

sites would probably be the same.
So please residents of Silverton,
tell your council members to put
some real thought into their decision.
Their plan is irresponsible.
Anyone wanting to know what
we want council to do and why,
please call Don Broughton. Please
only call if you want the real facts
and not to hassle me (358-2769).
A history note: Silverton
campground was not always as it
is now. Past councils allowed it to
encroach onto Water Street without
consulting the neighbours.
Don Broughton
Silverton

Open letter to
Conservative
MP David Wilks

I am an activist – that is, I write
politicians with my opinions about
how I view situations. I was taught
that it is my responsibility to work for
democracy. Democracy is something
that we can’t take for granted.
With these measures, I could be
labelled a ‘dissenter’ and someday
may find myself in jail. I want
you to know that I am scared, but
that I won’t stop writing for the
preservation of democracy or justice
in running of our Canada. Freedom
of speech is a right of freedom in
the Canadian constitution. I expect
you, as my MP, will stand up for my
constitutional rights.
David, drones have already
been sighted in Yahk – this is very
frightening. I have seen footage
from the Far East of drones shooting
people and vehicles. Is that what is
going to happen here?
People are only human. Mistakes
get made. What if someone gets shot
in Yahk? Are we to walk around
scared in our backyards or berry
picking in the mountains? I’m sorry,
but this is so ‘1984.’
Is this the Canada you want?
If Canada and the US stopped
waging wars on other nations so
we can grab their resources, we
wouldn’t have to be so paranoid
about terrorists. We have so much
opportunity to go into a socially
sustainable and resilient future, and
yet the Conservatives are moving
in the direction of a war society
and economy. That is the last thing
I would wish for my children and
grandchildren.
Nations all over the world are
using solar, wind, geothermal as
energy sources and create thousands
of jobs by doing so. So why must
Canada drag the entire world down
into catastrophic climate change
and war-mongering, ‘marching off
to war’ when life could be so kind
and nurturing. What are you doing?
Susan Eyre
Yahk

A community to
be proud of

Growing up in the Slocan Valley,
I was always interested in both our
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local economy and the importance
of protecting and preserving the
magnificent nature that we live in. I
moved away from the Slocan Valley
in 2006 to study geography at UBC
and then continued to Stockholm
University, where I am currently
studying a Masters in Environmental
Planning.
My desire to give back to my
local community led me to a fantastic
internship opportunity with SIFCo
(the Slocan Valley Community
Forest) in Winlaw. During the 10
weeks of this internship, I became
very taken with the changes that have
occurred in the forestry industry in
our area over the past 10 years. As
a result, I decided to conduct an
independent thesis research project
to analyze the economic impacts of
global market changes, provincial
legislation, and environmental and
community values on the forestry
industry in our region, in an attempt to
understand the role environmentally
responsible forest management plays
in providing long-term economic
stability locally.
The archives of the Valley Voice
are an incredibly valuable source of
information for my thesis research. I
am writing to show my appreciation
for the ease of access and organization
of your archives online and to
commend you upon the reporting
you have done. The availability of
past issues and their content have
offered me an ability to gain a
very comprehensive understanding
of changes in the forest industry,
its impacts locally and the actors
involved in the process.
I would also like to express
to the community how moved I
have been reading about the hard
work done at multiple levels –
protecting watersheds, human
safety, job security and employment,
valuing multi-stakeholder inclusion,
biodiversity, job creation and
community sustainability and the
innovative ideas in doing so – in
face of the realities of the forestry
sector today.
I extend my thanks to you and
your readers for a very interesting
and resourceful past week of
research in the Valley Voice archives.
Any comments from those affected
by changes in forest practices in
the Slocan Valley and its impact
on our social, environmental and
economic situation today, are
welcome additions to my thesis at:
elissaberrill@gmail.com.
Elissa Berrill
Slocan Park

Against a fixed
link to replace
Galena ferry

I view with some alarm the goals
of the Nakusp businesspeople and
their Village council through the
Beaton Arm Crossing Association.
They are trying to replace the Galena
ferry with a ‘fixed link,’ which they
have embraced as the panacea for

economic improvement in the area.
They claim to have support from 700
locals and other politicians.
I do not want such a fixed link,
and I know I’m not alone. We would
end up with lots more traffic and
the related stinks and pollution,
increased wild animal road slaughter,
more noise, and more large vehicles
(like chip trucks) and more dangers.
A ‘fixed link’ just means that people
and their money pass through faster
with no time to stop and spend.
We would also have increased
(or re-directed) taxes to support a
system of wider, faster roads, beyond
the actual bridge cost. Bridges cost
huge amounts to maintain and have
been turned down in the past with
many good reasons.
Many of us want to live in
as natural environment as we
can sustain. When neighbouring
ecosystems and people are to be
affected, it makes sense to pay
attention.
It is unwise to infer unsolicited
support! Living in these small
communities is a matter of survival
for all, and fear of employer and
council politics which lie beneath
the societal surface often does not
encourage free and full community
discussion.
We need merchants who can find
a way to work within the natural
boundaries of their ecosystem. The
Nakusp area has many wonderful
natural attributes and well-intended
business and council people.
Finding niches that would attract
tourists who stay for most of their
vacation, retirees, artists, people
interested in specialized education,
and non-motorized sport enthusiasts
(team training facilities?) could be
explored.
Brainstorming openly to come
up with and then define ideas should
be shared for the benefit of all
here. I know that much time and
money has already been spent in
community brainstorming, but
it’s been done within parameters
that have maintained the same
dependency on getting our ‘slice of
the pie’ from outside our boundaries
rather than self-sufficiency.
I suggest that these very busy
businesspeople reconsider why
and how they are doing business
here, and figure out how they can
redirect themselves to a sustainable
future for themselves and their good
neighbours without a ‘fixed link.’
I believe that building sustainable
communities does include trade
routes, but not acceptance of an
undefended commercial onslaught
that doesn’t care about our
environment.
Eric Faulks
Hills

Smokey Creek Salvage
24 HR TOWING

New & Used Auto Parts, Back Hoe Work,
Certified Welding & Repairs, Vehicle Removal
WE BUY CARS & TRUCKS

359-7815 ; 1-877-376-6539

3453 YEATMAN RD, SOUTH SLOCAN
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Downsides of
smart metering

Regarding the letter from Susan
Eyre (February 22), I’d like to comment
even though I can’t answer her questions.
Maybe they’ve been answered by now.
But I want to make a point of caution.
The upsides of smart meters that Eyre
elucidates are at least generally valid;
however, there are downsides that should
be mentioned.
For one thing, if North Americans
reduced their consumption of oil by
a mandated one or two percent, that
would amount to more than we’d ever
get from efficiencies that can be gained
by smart metering. I’d happily reduce my
consumption of oil one or two percent
for that tradeoff.
And I’d do so because of the
next downside of smart metering,
which involves the proliferation of
electromagnetic signaling that happens
on our airwaves, in the very air we
breathe, passing so close by they tend to
go right through us.
And just as we were not well adapted
to living in the smog of London or LA
and had to clean those situations up, we
are also not well adapted to living in an
environment that’s reeking with EMF
that’s cycling at a rate we are not attuned
to and which we know very little about
vis-à-vis its effects on humans. It’s not
a normal human environment, it’s a
man-made one.
The question becomes, is it worth it?
What do WE have to gain?
Not many of us in the Kootenay will
ever generate juice on our own hook,
whether via solar panels or a propeller in
the wind or a Pelton wheel in the water.
Some of us may, but the great majority
will not, being largely unable to afford
the capital costs of such installations or
living in situations where it simply can’t
be done.
So I don’t think the idea of selling
surplus juice back into the grid around
these parts represents a big enough deal
to warrant smart metering.
Last but not least, smart metering
will create a situation in which Fortis
and BC Hydro can charge different rates
at different times on the clock – less in
daylight hours, more in nighttime hours
– or whichever they choose. And my
bet would be that in doing this, they’ll
jigger things so they come out ahead
of where they are right now, and their
revenues will soar. And they’ll become
happy campers.
But meanwhile, those of us who
are paying the tab will be taking it in the
you-know-what while having to decide
to buy gas or juice, because we won’t be
able to afford them both.
Smart metering is a bad idea.
Sean Rooney
Vallican

Hurray for our
teachers!

Fly at ‘er, guys. They’ve made your
job impossible.
It’s bureaucrats in Victoria who
dictate WHAT must be taught, WHEN
it must be taught, and HOW it must be

LETTERS

taught.
Inclusive education means that any
class of 20 or 25 students can include a
Down’s Syndrome or autistic student,
five or more ADHD students, several
dyslexic students, maybe one visually
impaired, hearing impaired, cerebral
palsy or spina bifida, or oppositional
defiant disorder. Some come to school
without breakfast, others so high on
sugar they crash of hypoglycemia after
a couple of hours.
Students no longer repeat a grade
when they fail to master the subject
matter, so that a grade five, six or seven
class includes some who read at a grade
one or two level, or not at all, others who
read at a grade nine level, and only a few
who can do even simple math without a
calculator.
Any and all discipline has been
abolished. Restraining an aggressive or
violent student constitutes assault. There
are no consequences for work not done,
lessons not learned, assignments not
completed. The words “courtesy” and
“responsibility” have been deleted from
their dictionary.
The result of these policies is that
our province can now boast a 40 percent
functional illiteracy rate. Twenty years
ago that was 17 percent. Innumeracy,
also known as dyscalculia, now stands at
48 percent. Twenty years ago those terms
had not even been coined. What that
means is that nearly half the population
has difficulty reading this letter and
probably won’t even try. Fully half of
our population does not understand
percentages or interest rates and cannot
use multiplication.
With the right method, any child
with an IQ of 70 or more can learn to
read in one year. A child with an IQ
between 60 and 70 can learn to read, but
it takes longer. The vast majority of the
40 percent who cannot read have spent
between 8 and 12 years in our school
system. What do we have, a population
of morons? No – our government in
its wisdom has seen fit to drastically
curtail funding for special education and
remedial teaching methods. Instead, we
have a ‘one size fits all’ system. Well, one
size does not fit all.
If you think teachers have a cushy
job, go try it some day. I did. After four
hours with just 10 of them, I was so
exhausted I didn’t even have the energy
to have a shower or do the dishes, let
alone do housework or cook a meal.
Having problems with your teenager?
Try facing 25 of them every day, but
remember, never punish or rebuke
them and never tell them they’re wrong,
because that can damage their fragile
little ego. Good luck. You’ll need it.
Go, teachers, go!
E. de Boer
Fauquier

Suggestions for
Lakeview Village

The staff at Lakeview Village, a
seniors housing complex in Nelson, have
suggested that they welcome ideas to
improve the facility. I used to live there,
and I have some suggestions for them.
The elderly need reasons to live
and they need activities to keep some

variety in their days. I think Lakeview
needs to pay for a professional person to
organize daily activities such as exercise,
arts, music, dance and Bible studies to
help keep the residents physically and
mentally active. Residents would pay
for these activities.
There is a serious need for a larger
bus to transport more residents to places
in the community, such as Ainsworth Hot
Springs, the Capitol Theatre for plays,
or Whitewater for lunch at the lodge.
Having excursions to other towns would
also benefit the residents, allowing them
to witness the changes going on in their
local communities.
The monthly rent is high for the
average retired person. Now that I have
left Lakeview, my current apartment
rent is $636 per month, which includes
utilities, washer/dryer and cable. The
rental at Lakeview was $1,400 per month
for a small studio, kitchen area, bathroom
and deck. In addition to the high rent
rates, residents who go on holiday are
charged for food that they do not eat. I
went away for 50 days and was charged
$675 when I returned.
During my stay at Lakeview Lodge,
I began a business called Howie’s
Electric Scooter for Sale or Rent. On
August 30, 2011, three of my scooters
and a small trailer were taken away.
This took place while I was in the
hospital. The scooters were cut loose
from a cable that had a siren attached
for security. Apparently, the management
seized the scooters in return for rent
money. The total value of the scooters
was about $6,000 plus the trailer valued
at $250. The replacement cost of cut
cables was $500. A letter was sent to the
head office in Cranbrook (Golden Life
Management) with no reply.
Also, I believe speed bumps need
to be installed along the road in front
of Lakeview Village, coming from the
condos at the east. This will slow traffic
down and reduce the chance of someone
getting injured. Residents regularly walk
across the road with their dogs or visitors.
In addition, ambulances regularly
come to the front door to pick up
individuals who need to go to hospital,
or worse, those that have died. They
could come to the side doors instead; no
one wants to see a friend delivered to the
hospital or hear the next day that one of
our residents has passed away.
In conclusion, I wouldn’t want my
parents to move into Lakeview Village,
especially under the current conditions
and management.
Howie Hornby
Nelson

Open letter to Ministry
of Environment re: Water
Act Modernization

I have been farming here for over
50 years on land my grandfather settled
on in 1901 and have seen a lot of water
flow under the bridge.
Through the years I have seen
unsustainable activity worldwide come
back to bite us. We keep making the
same mistakes and we keep on having
more problems. We are about to have
the mother of all depressions and worse
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to follow.
I have seen farming go downhill in
our valley due to cheaper importation of
food, ultimately resulting in concern for
food security in our province.
I have seen the logging of watersheds,
which also threatens our food supply,
while also creating erosion problems
with logging roads and degrading the
quality of our water.
Today there are wars being fought
over water.
Today water is our number one
resource.
Two years ago, I attended a seminar
in Nelson where the majority of the
audience said that protection of our water
starts with the watersheds. We were told
the protection of watersheds is not on
the table.
Because of this, in particular, I
believe that the intention of this Water
Act Modernization is not in the best
interest of the public.
Looking through your websites
and seeing such titles as ‘Water Act
Modernization,’ ‘Water Stewardship
Branch,’ ‘Water Protection and
Sustainability Branch’ and then reading
all the technical jargon that George
Orwell called ‘duckspeak,’ I cannot help
but think there is an attempt to confuse
the public about what is really going on.
On further reading, I get the
impression of water being treated as a
commodity:
“In strictly economic terms,
allocation efficiency occurs where
resources are used in a way that
maximizes contribution to the
economy… flexibility in the allocation
of supply so water can be shifted to
higher economic use.” (WAM Technical
Background Report.)
This quote and other statements
sound fine and filled with good intentions
until you see where this is heading. If we
don’t see this, there will be a danger, for
example, of water being piped off to the
American southwest to feed its ‘Cadillac
Desert,’ all for the ‘higher economic use’
and the ‘common good.’
Any hydrologist will say the place
to take care of our water begins at the
source.
Show some real leadership. Start by
putting a moratorium on the logging of
all watersheds that supply drinking water
to people and farmers’ irrigation systems
and all forests above 4,000 feet elevation.
Place WATER FIRST in the
governmental departments and make
all other departments subsidiary to it,
especially forestry.
I want to thank my neighbour,
Nelle Maxey, for all of her tremendous
research, time and energy, and for
speaking at public events to bring
awareness to all of us about this very
serious water situation.
Frank Nixon
Winlaw

Meadow Creek Cedar
licence suspension makes
way for biodiversity

BC’s Kootenay Lake Forest
Ministry’s suspension of Meadow
Creek’s forest licence will hopefully

give opportunity to save species and
create jobs.
At stake is the survival and recovery
of a number of majestic beasts such as
the mountain caribou, Purcell grizzly,
wolverine and yet undiscovered species
of oceanic lichen such as recently
discovered in the research done on
the west side of the Selkirks in the
Incomappleux River. The Duncan/
Lardeau and Incomappleux Rivers melt
from the glaciers in Glacier National
Park. The goal is to keep a primitive
biodiverse corridor from Glacier
National Park to the Purcell Wilderness
Conservancy. This would become an
‘ark’ for mid temperate North American
primitive species.
The last 50 years of flooding,
urbanizing, road building, clearcutting
and industrial tourism has been fun and
profitable to be sure, but our planet needs
attention. We should be paid from our
provincial and federal tax collectors,
the World Bank and other criminal
organizations to preserve the temperate
inland rainforest in the Columbia River
system.
BC’s Forest Ministry and Timber
Sales have worked relentlessly to destroy
primitive biodiversity and the vast
carbon sink in this ecological unit. The
soils and canopy of the remaining intact
old growth in the ‘temperate inland
rainforest’ potentially sequester from 5 to
10 percent of the entire planet’s carbon.
Logging immediately releases this
carbon as the sunlight enters these cool,
dark, ancient cedar/hemlock forests. It
takes at least 250 years before a new
forest would sequester so much carbon.
The Kootenay Lake Forestry
bureaucrats and local political pundits
have tried on a number of occasions
to poison these ecosystems with
chemical herbicides to release conifers
in large clearcuts. A small group of local
wilderness activists since the mid 1980s
has prevented this from taking place in
Meadow Creek’s tenure. We also risked
our lives with a peaceful assembly
(2005) to protect old growth forest on
the Westfall River in very important
habitat for mountain caribou, wolverine,
grizzly and other flora and fauna. The
timber contractors at the time appeared
encouraged by forestry staff and local
cops to maim us. Luckily no one was
badly hurt and for now the south side
of the Westfall River is still an intact,
thousand-year-old-growth red cedar/
hemlock ecosystem.
The current owner’s mismanagement
of this tenure reflects the willingness
of the BC’s Forest Ministry to allow
confused industrial timber corporations/
contractors unfettered access to remote
timber units with no oversight.
My goal as a peaceful wilderness
advocate would be to work with the
paid forestry bureaucrats and their
counterparts in the North Kootenay
Forest Initiative Citizens Group to create
dialogue that would prevent another
50 years of destructive forestry and
inspire planetary responsibility toward
biodiversity and mitigate the global
climate crisis.
Tom Prior
Nelson

Crescent Valley Hall washrooms to be upgraded
submitted
Since 1959, users of the Crescent
Valley Community Hall, previously
the local elementary school, have
been using the same aged, cramped
washrooms. This will change with a

The Crescent Valley Community Hall will get new
washrooms, thanks to support from Columbia Basin Trust.

renovation project being spearheaded
by the Crescent Valley Hall Society and
funded by Columbia Basin Trust (CBT).
The main goals of the renovation are
to make the washrooms environmentally
friendly and accessible to everyone,
including people in wheelchairs. Lowflush toilets and motion-sensing lights
and fan switches will be installed; a hot
water tank will be relocated and entry
doors and vanities will be replaced.
“Once renovations are complete,
the washrooms will be in compliance
with current design standards for both
energy efficiency and universal access,”
said Lynda Lafleur, CBT Community
Liaison. “We’re pleased that this will
make the hall more usable.”
“By providing space to everything

from dance classes, to weddings, to
government elections, the hall has been
an asset at the heart of our community for
over 50 years,” said Phil Chernenkoff,
Crescent Valley Hall Society.
“Upgrading the washrooms to current
standards allows us to demonstrate
leadership in our community with regard
to environmental and universal-access
building design.”
The hall was an elementary school
until 1978, when it was donated to the
community by the school board. Since
then it has been used by many different
groups, as well as individuals, for
various purposes. It also currently houses
the Sequoia Learning Centre, which
provides lifelong learning programs to
a range of community members.

in-kind contributions. Mayor Provan
thanked Stephan Martineau of SIFCo,
staff and the previous council for all the
work on this.
• The public meeting for CBT
Community Initiatives grant applicants
to present their project proposals was
scheduled for April 12 at 7 pm.
• Council will erect a fence along the
south side of Water Street in response
to Don Broughton’s concerns about
the campground, which he raised at
the January Facilities and Recreation
Committee meeting. Mayor Provan
said the exact location of the fence will
be determined with staff. “There will be
a cost to the Village to put the fence up,
but it will delineate the properties and
the campground,” she said. “My hope
is that it will be a moving forward of the
situation. I am open to more discussion
about that, but it was brought up at the
Facilities and Recreation meeting that it
is important to move on this item.” She
said the fence would be a maximum of
six feet high, as per the bylaw, and would
probably be constructed of paneling with
lattice work.
During public time, Wayne Riedl
said he felt the property owner should pay
for this, and indicated he felt the fence
would detract from the campground.
Don Broughton seemed very unhappy,
indicating that he did not like campers
staring into his house and campground
trees looming over his yard. He made
a comment that indicated he felt it was
unfair for the Village to “encroach on
your taxpayers so you can make money”
from campground operations.
• Public Works will do annual
inspections of all Village-owned
buildings. “So if funding becomes
available, we will know what needs to
be addressed,” said Provan.
• Council approved an application
by Gary Willman for a setback variance
from 9.8 feet to 3 feet from the exterior
lot line to allow for construction of a
two-car garage.
• A letter will be sent to Staff
Sergeant Dan Seibel of the Kootenay
Boundary RCMP in support of another
radar unit for the local RCMP.
• The Village will receive a ‘small
communities grant’ of $275,000 per
year for the next three years from the
Province.
• A letter from the Village will go
out to BC Hydro in support of optional
refusal of the installation of wireless
smart meters for British Columbians.
• Councillor Clarke reported that the

Chamber of Commerce has completed a
strategic planning process and will invite
Silverton, New Denver, and Slocan
councils and Area H Director Walter
Popoff to a meeting where there will
be a presentation by Terri MacDonald
of the Rural Development Institute at
Selkirk College.
Clarke attended the Columbia River
Treaty session in New Denver, where
he accepted an invitation to a CBTsponsored Young Leaders Conference
on the treaty.
• Mayor Provan reported on West
Kootenay Boundary Regional Hospital
District board meetings she attended. A
letter was received from the Province
declining the board’s request for an x-ray
lab technician course to be offered at
Selkirk College. Former vice-chair of
the board, Bonnie Greensword of New
Denver, worked hard on this last term.
However, Provan said discussions are
ongoing with Selkirk College, and the
program may be offered for 15 students
for one year.
The taxation rate for the health
district is to remain the same as last
year; Silverton residents will contribute
$10,528 in tax dollars to the district’s
2012 budget. Provan reported that
there will be a surplus, which may go
into reserves or be used to pay down
debt. Another option is to add to a large
gift that was donated to the Victorian
Community Health Centre in Kaslo.
• Councillor Main reported that Area
H Director Walter Popoff had provided
her with some information on possible
funders and partners for Silverton’s
electronic recycling depot. She will pass
this information on to staff.
• Mayor Provan reported on a
Carbon Neutral Kootenays workshop
held February 22. Although Silverton
does not have a big carbon footprint,
Provan said consideration could be given
to an alternative to the oil heat in the
gallery and workshop.
• Councillor Main reported that
BC Hydro has agreed to a process of
stakeholder participation to develop a
new delivery model for the Fish and
Wildlife Compensation Program, so
the Village will have an opportunity to
provide input.
• Councillor Clarke was appointed
as Silverton’s director on Recreation
Commission No. 6, with Councillor
Johnson as alternate. Because Councillor
Main is Silverton’s RDCK director, she
is automatically a non-voting member of
the commission.

Silverton council, February 28: Silverton no longer smallest BC municipality
by Jan McMurray
• Mayor Provan reported that
Silverton is no longer the smallest
municipality in BC. Results of the 2011
census show Silverton’s population to
be 195, up from 185 in 2006. Zeballos,
on the northwest coast of Vancouver
Island, is now the smallest municipality,
with a population of 125, down from
189 in 2006.
• Kootenay Rockies Tourism (KRT)
representatives Wendy VanPuymbroeck
and Emilie Cayer-Huard made a
presentation. KRT represents Tourism
BC regionally. The organization markets
the region worldwide and supports
communities across the region to
develop tourism.
Funding programs KRT offers
communities include the Tourism
Partners Program, a 50-50 cost sharing
advertising program; the Community
Tourism Foundation program, where
KRT facilitates the development
of community tourism plans; and a
Community Opportunities program, to
assist communities in implementing their
tourism plan. The KRT website includes
tourism resources for small businesses.
KRT has also created a Kootenay Travel
App for mobile devices, and it includes
a Silverton page.
Council expressed interest in
collaborating with the Slocan District
Chamber of Commerce to learn more
about the KRT programs.
• Mayor Provan’s office hours will
be on Tuesdays, 11 am to noon.
• Council will survey residents on
two hot topics around town – high speed
internet and garbage service. The survey
will be sent out with tax notices.
• Council agreed to a new
arrangement for the Silverton fire hall
under the agreement with the New
Denver and Area Fire Department. The
department will pay $1,000 annually
for the bay area only. The Village of
Silverton will have the use of the rest of
the building, so will be able to rent it to
community groups.
• The fuel reduction project in
the wildfire interface area between
Red Mountain Road and Silverton is
scheduled to begin mid-March and
finish up in spring 2013. The project is
being managed by the Slocan Integral
Forestry Co-operative (SIFCo) and will
create some local employment. It is
being funded mainly through the Union
of BC Municipalities, with Columbia
Basin Trust contributing $41,000 and
the Village providing $3,000 and some
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Lucerne Grades 5-6-7 Theatre
Production brings

LAW & ORDER: A
FAIRY TALE CRIME

to the Silverton Gallery
7:00 pm
Wednesday, March 14 &
Thursday, March 15

The K-1 Class will be the opening act with
THE THREE
BILLY
GOATS GRUFF
Admission by Donation and there will be a
concession
Approximate length of show: 1 hour 15 minutes

The Mt. Sentinel Stage Band Program would like to thank everyone who supported the
students’ fund raising effort at Café Jazz held on Wednesday February 15 at Mt. Sentinel
School. Patrons enjoyed listening to the Mt. Sentinel Stage Band and the always popular and
entertaining Hornography.
Thanks to the Mt. Sentinel Stage Band parents who provided decadent desserts and
organized a silent auction to make this event a tremendous success.
To the Businesses: Your continued support of our young musicians is greatly appreciated!!
Thanks to the following businesses who donated to Café Jazz: Baker Street Grill, Barrett
Honda, BCAA, Black Rooster Grill, Blue Sky Clothing, Boston Pizza, Canadian Linen, Capitol
Theatre, Carol Fehr, Cedar Creek Café, Colander Restaurant, Coles Books, Colour Your
World, Columbia Basin Trust, Country Furniture, Craft Connection, Doggie Styles Grooming,
Dragonflies and Fairy Dust, Eclectic Circus, Eddy Music, Emery Herbals, Epicure – Stacy
Smith, Fantom Photography, Figments, Fomi’s Bakery, Four Seasons Greenhouse, Gaia
Tree Whole Foods, Joey’s Only Seafood, Kal Tire, Ken Salikin, Kick Ass Products, Komel
Jewelers, Kootenay Centre Cinemas, Kootenay Market, Kootenay Spoons, L’Optique, Lemon
Creek Lodge, Len’s Perceptions, Lordco Auto Parts, M&M Meats, MaMa Teas, Mark’s Work
Wearhouse, Max the Jeweler, Mother Nature’s Pantry, Mountain Sky Soap, Mt. Sentinel
Drama Dept, Nature’s Health Products, Nelson & District Community Complex, Nelson
Farmer’s Supply, Oso Negro Coffee, Otter Books, Pam Simms, Pharmasave, Playmor Power
Products, Plaza Bakery, Prestige Lakeside Resort, Proctor Estimating, Ripping Giraffe,
Safeway – Castlegar, Safeway – Nelson, Save on Foods, Secret Garden Toys, Shoes for the
Soul, SK Electronics, Sonis Press, Sonya’s China Cabinet, Taylor Wilton Nelson, The Brick,
Tim Garton, Tim Horton’s, Tree’s Co, Tupperware – Susan Wilson, United Rentals, Urban
Legends, Video Express, Wal-Mart, Whitewater Ski Resort, Winlaw Mini Mart
The Mt. Sentinel Stage Band students are heading
to the Lionel Hampton International
Jazz Festival in Moscow, Idaho
from February 22-26.
All best and good luck!
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New products made in Kaslo help with composting, cleaning, gardening
by Jan McMurray
A new business in Kaslo is offering
products that can be of great use to just
about anybody.
The products made by
MyCrobz Bacteria Solutions contain
microorganisms that break down waste.
The products are completely natural and
safe for people, plants, pets and the
environment.
“So many problems in our lives
come down to a waste problem,” says
business owner Todd Veri. “There are
over 100 different applications for my
products – they can be used around the
house, garden and farm.”
Todd says he uses the products from
the moment he wakes up to the time he
goes to bed, on everything from personal
care, pet care, cleaning, composting, and
fertilizing his garden.

Real Estate in Kaslo and
North Kootenay Lake
www.century21kaslo.com
kul@century21kaslo.com
250-505-4722
Century21 Mountainview Realty Ltd.

Open Daily
6:30 am to
8:00 pm
– Licensed –

Located at the Heart of
Front Street • 353-2955
“Best Eggs Benedict Ever”
Mexican, Salads,
Dinners, Wraps & Stir-Fry

The two most popular applications
of the MyCrobz products are
indoor composting and eliminating
odours.
Composting with MyCrobz is called
‘Bokashi’ and is more effective than
traditional composting in a number of
ways. For one, Bokashi does such a good
job of breaking down the food waste
that even meat, bones, and paper can
be composted this way. Also, Bokashi
is quicker than traditional composting,
does not create bad smells, and is too
acidic to attract bears or other animals.
And – unlike traditional composting,
which creates heat and gas, resulting
in a loss of nutrients – Bokashi creates
no heat or gas, so all the nutrients are
returned to the soil.
Bokashi Starter is fermented wheat
bran that is sprinkled over layers of food
waste in an air tight plastic bucket until
it is full. Once the Bokashi bucket is full
it is put aside for two weeks. At the end
of two weeks, the waste is fermented.
The fermented waste can be buried
in the garden or compost pile, and it will
break down in about two weeks, says
Todd. Or, it can be made into compost
tea and used as a fertilizer. Another
option is to feed it to chickens, pigs, or
worms. “It’s a probiotic, healthy feed,”
says Todd. “A lot of people feed their
compost to chickens but they don’t eat
everything. This way, they eat it all.”
The MyCrobz Bokashi Home Kit
comes with all the essentials to get
composting the Bokashi way.
Eliminating odours, house cleaning,
and personal care is done with the
MyCrobz 1-Solution. This is a liquid,
and is diluted with water in a spray

MyCrobz
Bacteria Solutions

Easy indoor composting with a Bokashi Home Kit. Quickly recycle
fruit, veg, meat, dairy, bones, paper, cooked foods, and more.
Use our live Pro-biotic Solutions to:
• Eliminate any natural odour
• Clean almost any surface
• Amend nutrient-poor soil
• Restore health to waterways
• Recycle any type of organic waste
• or as a feed or water supplement
Services include:
• Food Waste pick up for homes and offices
• Commercial and residential odour elimination
• Custom composting systems
• Stall and Barn clean outs
• Bio-remediation
All organisms and most ingredients are certified organic and all our
products are safe for people, plants, pets and the environment.

www.mycrobz.com   
(250) 353-7533

bottle for easy use. Todd says it will get
rid of odours caused by cigarette smoke,
cooking, urine, rotting garbage, pets, and
even the smell of a skunk. 1-Solution is
also an all-purpose cleaner.
Another MyCrobz product is
Farm & Field, which is used mainly
for agricultural applications, such as
fertilizing, recycling manure and crop
residues, and cleaning animals, stalls
and equipment.
Todd explains that similar products
are widely used in Asia, where this
technology comes from. Dr. Teurgo
Higo of Japan started experimenting
with the microorganisms in the 1980s in
his search for an alternative to chemical
fertilizers and pesticides.
The MyCrobz products are available
for sale at Kaslo Building Supply and
Ellison’s in Nelson. They are also

available through the MyCrobz website,
which is also full of more information on

these amazing products. Check it out at
mycrobz.com.

by Veronika Pellowski
• The Kootenay Lake Historical
Society has expressed interest in leasing
Kaslo’s City Hall courtroom. KLHS
envisages using the space as a public
gallery for presentations and exhibits.
The society anticipates being able to
access funding which is not available
to the municipality, thereby assisting
in funding necessary improvements.
Council passed a motion to provide
the society with any required letters of
support if a partnership is established
between the Village and the society.
• Mayor Lay and RDCK Area
D Director Andy Shadrack are in
discussion with Interior Health and

RDCK regarding funding for the 10-bed
expansion project for the hospital. IHA
received a substantial bequest for Kaslo’s
hospital, and Mayor Lay and Director
Shadrack are trying to leverage this into
a $1 million project. Mayor Lay reported
that RDCK will put up $200,000 if IHA
will put up $300,000 (60 percent). They
are still trying to find the original plans
for the 10-bed expansion, which has been
“on the books” since about 2000.
• Council received a presentation
from Gillian Sanders, Bear Smart
coordinator. Despite reduced provincial
funding for the community Bear Aware
program, Sanders reassured council
that joint funding from the Village and

RDCK will allow educational programs
to be delivered at schools. Garbagerelated incidents are under control so
this year’s focus will be on reducing fruit
trees as a bear attractant.
• Council agreed to provide a $1,500
grant to the BC Seniors Games, Zone 6
(West Kootenay-Boundary) to sponsor
participants from the area to attend the
2012 Games in Burnaby August 21-25.
The regional organization assembled
its largest team ever in 2011 and hopes
to maintain this in 2012. Grants were
also approved for the Langham ($500)
to assist with its ongoing community
activities, Kaslo Blooms and the Canada
Day festival.

submitted
The Kaslo Concert Society is
pleased to present pianist Beatriz
Boizán in recital on Friday, March 16
at St. Andrew’s United Church in Kaslo
at 7:30 pm.
Boizán was born in Cuba and
graduated from the National School
of Music in Havana. She came to
Canada in 1995 for further training at

the University of British Columbia and
the University of Alberta.
Boizán is considered “one of the
brightest new lights in the classical
world” (The Vancouver Sun). She is
admired for her vibrant personality,
unique musicianship and ability to
deliver breathtaking performances.
Her Kaslo recital includes music
by Chopin, Liszt, Lecuona, Albeniz,

Scarlatti, and Ponce. Boizán is
graciously filling in for Winston Choi,
whose wife, violinist MingHuan Xu, is
expecting twins in mid March.
Tickets are available at Figments
in Kaslo or at the door. Schoolage children admitted free when
accompanied by an adult patron. For
more information, call 353-7539 or
366-4623.

submitted
Over 40 skiers participated in the
30-kilometre ski-a-thon from Fish Lake
to Kaslo on Sunday, February 19. The
nine children who participated all showed
tremendous grit and determination.
Six-year-old Elias skied for nine
hours to finish the whole trail just before
dark; his brothers Silas (8) and Kileo (10)
also skied the entire distance, encouraged
and coached by Romel (13). Jordy (10)
also reached the finish and his younger
brother Chase (6) skied to Ten Mile along
with Emma (9). The youngest skier was
Liam at five years old, who travelled 12
kilometres to Emerald Creek. Pyper (8)
also did very well skiing to Retallack.

The Kaslo Outdoor Recreation
Society, in cooperation with the Kaslo
Trailblazers, organized the ski-a-thon.
Over $1,000 was raised for the proposed
cross-country ski trails on Mt Buchanan.
All the skiers were very grateful to
a great group of volunteers: Val Koenig
and his band of volunteer drivers, who
got up at 8 am on Sunday morning to
provide the shuttle service; and Tom
Duchastel and Gerald Garnett who
worked for three days prior to the race
to make sure there was a good track set.
None of this would have been
possible without the hard work of Herb
Thompson, Ian MacKinnon and the
Rails to Trails crew, who have built

and maintain this great cross-country
ski route.

Todd Veri is the owner of MyCrobz Bacterial Solutions.

Kaslo council, February 28: KLHS expresses interest in leasing City Hall courtroom

Kaslo Concert Society presents pianist Beatriz Boizán

Fish Lake to Kaslo Ski-a-thon was a family success

The Fish Lake to Kaslo Ski-a-thon was a
huge success
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A new day for community radio in the Arrow Lakes region
submitted
The newly formed Nakusp
Community Radio Society (NCRS)
has taken over CJHQ 107.1 FM ‘The
Arrow’ from the Nakusp Roots Music
Society, giving the valley its first
volunteer group exclusively dedicated
to maintaining the community-run
radio station.
One of the first tasks that the new,
all-volunteer group accomplished was

the introduction of online streaming via
the station website, www.thearrow107.
com, a key part of their mandate to cover
the entire Arrow Lakes region. “Not only
can homes in Crescent Bay, Burton,
Fauquier, and Edgewood finally hear the
station now over the internet, but anyone
around the world can tune in and listen,”
says NCRS President Chris Ewings.
Another thing people may notice
over the next few weeks is the Arrow’s

‘woman on the street,’ Millie Pawley,
who will be talking to locals and tourists,
gathering information for her new
Question of the Week program. Millie
is also on the lookout for upcoming
local events, public announcements, and
goings-on, so if you happen to see her,
don’t be shy – let her know what you’d
like to hear on the radio. Additionally,
Ewings says that they have a couple of
local DJs producing their own weekly

shows and they are open to having more
people making their own shows.
The Arrow operates solely on
volunteer labour, and is funded by
small amounts of affordable advertising.
If you would like to know more about
the station, or would like to volunteer or
place an ad, contact the station via email
at tunein@thearrow107.com.
Community radio stations across
Canada are mandated to play a wide
range of content, including locally
produced community shows, current
affairs and other spoken word programs,
and specialty and independent music.
The Arrow currently airs popular
nationally syndicated shows such as
Democracy Now! and Groundwire,
specialty programming such as the
Francophone variety programme Méli-

Mélo and environmental news show
Terra Informa, and an incredibly wide
range of music with different parts of
the schedule reserved for every genre.

SPRING is
COMING
To

Igloo Building
Supplies in Nakusp
SEEDS, SOILS & PLANTING
SUPPLIES
AVAILABLE
NOW!

P.A.L.S.
PET OF THE WEEK
FOUND

Meet Minny

88 3rd Ave NW
NAKUSP, BC
250-265-3681

The board of the newly formed Nakusp Community Radio Society: Liz Gillis (Director), Chris Ewings (President), Patty Riley (Secretary/
Treasurer), Kyle Kusch (Vice President), Annette Gorrie (Director), missing.

Summit Lake Racers compete in Grand Forks
submitted
It was a brisk –9 degrees, windy
and sunny at the top of the course on
Phoenix Mountain in Grand Forks,
where an adventurous, 11-member
team of Nancy Green Summit
Lake Racers competed on Sunday
February 25.
In the combined E1/E2, the
Summit Lake Racers team placed
second! In the individually timed E3
races, Rhys McLeod took the gold
medal for the E3 slalom red course
and Ivy Tourand brought home the
gold for both the red and blue slalom

races! Ivy says, “it feels awesome”
to have two gold medals around her
neck. In the end, everyone raced
well.
Volunteer coaches Roger
Waterfield, Daryl Katchen and
Coleman Mackintosh once again
praised the organizers for setting up
some good courses and running a
smooth race.
A total of 93 racers from
Whitewater, Red Mountain, Salmo,
Summit Lake and Phoenix competed
in the fourth of five zone races. The
Phoenix event format was a dual

Summit Lake Racers compete in Grand Forks. Back Row - Colby and Coleman Mackintosh, Ivy Tourand, Rhys McLeod,
Cheyenne Tourand. Middle - Foster Katchen, Cameron and Calista Mackintosh. Front - Kiley and Garrett Waterfield

BACA receives response from ministry
by Jan McMurray
The Beaton Arm Crossing
Association has heard back from
the Ministry of Transportation and
Infrastructure on its proposal for a fixed
link to replace the Galena/Shelter Bay
ferries.
In a February 24 letter, Glenn
Olleck, District Manger, states: “In
summary, the BACA business case is
a document containing a lot of good
information. Our high level review
identifies some critical items which are

missing. In all likelihood, these items
will have a significant effect on the
overall evaluations.”
Earl Frerichs of BACA reports
that at the March 1 meeting about the
new ferry, he spoke with Olleck, who
indicated he wanted to meet with them.
“The door is open a crack,” said Frerichs.
“They haven’t totally dismissed the
idea.”
Frerichs said he was confident they
could respond to the missing items
referred to in the ministry’s letter.

slalom, identified by red and blue
flags. Some fresh snow allowed for
some powder and the conditions
were soft and very agreeable.
The zone finals will be at
Whitewater in Nelson on Sunday,
March 11.
The team is looking forward
to the wind-up celebration and
the Summit Lake Ski Hill Spring
Carnival and Downhill Dummie
event on St. Patrick’s Day, March 17.

OPEN 8 AM to 5:30 PM Weekdays
We have nicknamed him
This
beautiful
ginger
&
white
cat will 9 - 5 Saturdays
Jack (N920F). This young,
be is
up extremely
for adoption soon.
male tabby
Closed Sundays & Stat holidays
Her name is Minny and she is very friendly.
social and loving. Please
If you are interested in giving Minny a home,
call PALS atplease
250-265-3792
call P.A.L.S. atSUPER SPECIALS!!
or250-265-3792
email info@pals-online.
Watch for HUGE
or e-mail us at pals-online.ca
ca if you recognize this
DISCOUNTS
at Igloo
PALS AGM meeting on February 9th, 7pm at
kitty!
950 Crescent Bay Rd Building Supplies in Nakusp
WEEKLY
WEEKLYSPONSOR:
SPONSOR:
Selkirk Realty
Selkirk
Realty
Kelly Roberts
Kelly Roberts
(250) 265-3635
(250) 265-3635
www.royallepage.ca

Don’t miss our
CLEARANCE PRICES
Products featured will be
changed weekly
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Young woman from New Denver wins ski competition
by Jan McMurray
New Denver’s Orea BrownDahl (formerly known as Meagan)
won the title of Queen of the
Kootenay Coldsmoke Powder Fest, a
backcountry ski festival held February
25 and 26 at Whitewater Ski Resort
in Nelson.
At 19 years old, Brown-Dahl
was the youngest competitor in this
year’s event.
To be named Coldsmoke Queen,
Brown-Dahl won two of the four
festival events and did very well on
the other two.
She won the Powderkeg
Slopestyle event, which involved
jumping off natural features (cliffs,
etc.), and the Backcountry Olympics
event, where a team of three had to
skin up the chairlift run, find a beacon,
make a toboggan and sled one team
member down. She did well on the
ROAM Randonne Rally, a timed
event, and on the Poker Run, which
she completed with Atli Bostick, also
from New Denver.

Her prizes were a Whitewater
season’s pass for next year and a full
Arc’teryx snowsuit worth $1,500.
Last year’s Queen could not attend
this year due to a knee injury. “But

she’ll be back, so I’ll have to defend
my title next year,” said Brown-Dahl.
Brown-Dahl started out skiing at
Summit Lake, and moved on to Red
Mountain in Rossland. She raced

for 10 years before switching to
freestyle skiing. She placed second
at the 2010 Crystal Mountain junior
championships. Last year, she placed
second overall in the youth category
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at Whitewater’s Coldsmoke Powder
Fest.
Brown-Dahl’s sponsors are
Retallack Resort and Kenworth
Trucking.

New Denver’s Orea Brown-Dahl won the title of Queen of the Kootenay Coldsmoke Powder Fest, a backcountry ski festival held February 25 and 26 at Whitewater Ski Resort in Nelson.

New exhibition at the Kootenay Gallery features local artists

submitted
The Kootenay Gallery will be
opening the exhibition season on March
9, 2012 with The Language of Drawing,
a show of works submitted by ten artists
who live and work in the Columbia
Basin. This exhibition runs from March
9 to April 21 with an opening reception
on Friday, March 9 at 7 pm. There is
no admission charge and the public is
welcome to attend.

The Language of Drawing illustrates
how ten artists interpret the practice of
drawing, one of the oldest forms of visual
expression, and the crucial role it has
played in the work of artists throughout
history.
We typically think of drawing as
images on paper, created using pencil or
charcoal to formulate ideas or concepts
that lead to works in other mediums.
Carl Schlichting’s quick sketches, used

submitted
‘Women Celebrating Women
2012 – Women & Peace’ will take
place Friday, March16 at the Silverton
Memorial Hall with doors opening at
7:30 pm.
This year’s event will feature
the Slocan Valley Doukhobor Choir
singing Russian prayers, chants and
songs; a PowerPoint presentation
chronicling Eloise Charet’s experiences
with orphans of war in Cambodia in

1974-75; renowned musical artist Bo
Conlan – and more.
The event is a fundraiser for the
Young Women in the Arts Scholarship
Fund (Lucerne Scholarship Society)
and for Eloise’s return to Cambodia
trip, planned for spring 2012. Suggested
donation is $10 and peanut-free sweet/
savory concession donations are
welcome.
Questions? Contact:
mojamproductions@netidea.com.

Women Celebrating Women
event to take place in Silverton

in designing his three dimensional work
or George Koochin’s classic figure
drawings, fit this traditional definition.
However, Deb Thompson renders her
drawings in paint, Don Mabie uses gel
pens and Wendy Toogood creates her
‘journals’ in watercolours and ink. As
materials vary, so does subject matter
vary. While Guy Hobbs focuses on
wildlife drawings and Peter Velesik
primarily on landscapes, Deb Rushfeldt
creates familiar images of rural life.
Heather MacAskill’s intricate abstracts
contrast the highly realistic portraits of
Brigitte Desbois.
The artists and curator will be
in attendance on March 9, providing
an opportunity for the public to ask
questions and learn why an artist has
chosen this particular form of drawing
and how it informs their art practice.
A drawing workshop facilitated
by one of the exhibiting artists, Deb
Thompson, will be offered on March 31.
For more information, contact
the gallery or visit the website at
kootenaygallery.com.

‘Tracing the Columbia’
to show at the Langham

submitted
David Thompson was, no doubt,
the greatest explorer, surveyor and
mapmaker that ever set foot on Canadian
soil.
From 2007 to 2011, the Canadian
David Thompson Voyageur Society
has been re-creating various parts of
his journeys with Voyageur canoe trips
lasting from 12 to 63 days. In 2011,
a group including Kaslo resident Val
Koenig re-created his trip of discovery
by re-tracing his journey of 1,700
kilometres from Invermere, BC to
Astoria, Oregon. In 45 days, up to 195
modern-day voyageurs paddled or
portaged the same rivers that he and his
men travelled, eventually reaching the
Pacific on July 15 exactly 200 years later.
On Thursday, March 15, the
Kaslo Trailblazers Society will host a
showing of ‘Tracing the Columbia’ at
the Langham in Kaslo. This 50-minute
DVD will start at 7 pm with refreshments
after the show by donation.
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Shambhala once again voted best in the world
submitted
Shambhala was named Best
Large Event for the second year in
a row at the 11th Annual Breakspoll
International Breakbeat Awards
in London, UK on February 25.
Shambhala Music Festival has been
held at the Salmo River Ranch since
1998.
“A lot of credit for this award
should go to Rich-e-Rich & the
Fractal Media Crew who create the
Fractal Forest stage,” said Corrine
Zawaduk, Shambhala’s executive
producer. “They’ve been creating

the ‘funkiest place on earth’ for 14
years.”
With the surge in popularity of
electronic music all across North
America over the past year and half,
Shambhala has seen its strongest
year of sales on record. Online
sales sold out in a shocking 17
days in November 2011. Just a
handful of tickets remain in stores
in Nelson and Salmo, as well as
those allotted for the festival’s
camping-accommodations package,
ShambhaLodging.
Ti c k e t s a l e s s h o w t h a t

by Jan McMurray
An open house on addiction
services in the area was held
February 26 at the Bosun Hall.
There was information about
Alcoholics Anonymous, Al-Anon,
counseling through Arrow & Slocan
Lakes Community Services, and
treatment centres in the province.
The highlight was the parkour
demonstration by the leaders of
Parkour Nakusp.
Michael Garvey is the adult
who started the club. He works with
FreedomQuest, an organization
that provides support for families
affected by drug and alcohol abuse.

“We do lots of experiential things
with the kids and parkour is the latest
that FreedomQuest took on a year
and a half ago,” said Garvey.
Parkour has its origins as a
French military discipline. One of
the Parkour Nakusp youth leaders
explained that one French military
man taught it to his son, David Bell,
who is the founder of modern-day
parkour. “The Parkour Nakusp
philosophy is to build confidence one
step at a time,” he said. “It’s about
overcoming obstacles or working
towards overcoming obstacles.
If you work at it long enough,
eventually you will overcome it.”

Addiction services open house

international attendance will double
in 2012, with many travelling from

the US, UK and Australia (among
other countries) to experience

11
Canada’s premier electronic music
festival firsthand.

Shambhala was once again named best large event at the Annual Breakspoll International Breakbeat Awards in London, UK on February 25.

FROM AGRICULTURE TO ZAMBONIS
If you own a business or run a non-profit
society get your free listing
in Nakusp and Arrow Lakes Directory*
Contact biznakusp@gmail.com
or call 250-265-3674 ext 220
GET YOUR INFORMATION TO US BEFORE MARCH 12!
Organised by your
Nakusp & Area Development Board
www.nadb.ca
Sponsored by Columbia Basin Trust and
Area K Director Paul Peterson
*available for Nakusp and RDCK Area K only

REGIONAL DISTRICT OF CENTRAL KOOTENAY

PUBLIC MEETING
Michael Garvey and Parkour Nakusp gave a demonstration at an Open House at the Bosun Hall, February 26.

Learn more about fracking
submitted
The Nelson Chapter of the
Council of Canadians and the
West Kootenay EcoSociety are
presenting an information session on
the controversial issue of “fracking”
in Nelson on March 22, World Water
Day at 7 pm, Seniors Branch 51, 717
Vernon Street (across from Extra
Foods).
‘Fracking’ is a technique
involving the injection of millions
of litres of water and thousands
of litres of unidentified chemicals
underground at very high pressure,
creating fractures in the underlying

shale rock formations to extract the
natural gas below the surface.
J o i n D a n Wo y n i l l o w i c z
of the Pembina Institute for a
provocative presentation that will
explore the climate change and water
impacts of shale gas development in
BC. Both the issues and solutions
facing British Columbians will be
discussed. Woynillowicz joined the
Pembina Institute in 2001 as a policy
analyst, and is now the Director of
Strategy & Communications.
For further information go to
http://canadians.org/water/issues/
fracking/index.html.

RESIDENTS OF
THE REGIONAL DISTRICT OF CENTRAL KOOTENAY
ARE INVITED TO ATTEND A
PUBLIC MEETING
TO DISCUSS THE
REGIONAL DISTRICT OF CENTRAL KOOTENAY
2012 BUDGET
ON

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 14, 2012
AT 1:30 P.M.
IN THE
RDCK BOARD ROOM
202 LAKESIDE DRIVE, NELSON, BC

LIVING
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Ted and Marion Outerbridge’s magic show returns to Nakusp
by Cedra Eichenauer
Ted and Marion Outerbridge
returned to Nakusp on Tuesday, February
21 with their magic show.
Ted, born in Montreal, became
interested in magic at a very young age,
and was performing at neighbourhood
birthday parties by the age of 12. Since
then, he has set box office records with
his tours on both sides of the Atlantic.
Marion was born in Germany, and
trained extensively in dance. She first
came to Canada in 1993, returning later
to work on stage in Europe. She has
also appeared in several feature films.
In 1999, she came back to Canada and
joined Ted’s magic show. All ages were

in attendance, and Ted drew heavily
on the audience to help him with his
performance. Marion danced through her
role in several acts of various kinds, with
many costume changes along the way.
We travelled back in time to over 100
years ago, when Marion climbed into a
large basket, which Ted then skewered
with at least 5 swords. She emerged not
only unharmed, but in a different dress.
Ted asked the audience for three
ideas to be included in a time capsule
to represent Nakusp. He showed us
a locked metal box hanging from the
ceiling, and told us he had locked his
predictions in there earlier in the day.
A huge beach ball was bounced around

WAIT’S
NEWS

Tons of character, coffee,
charm, heritage, food and
friendly folks... Wait’s News
has it ALL!
– Andrew Rhodes,
Valley Voice Food Editor
At the corner of Baker & Ward • Nelson, BC
250-352-5667

by the audience, and the person who
caught it after the music stopped gave
their suggestion for the time capsule. A
band for Nakusp: 23 North; an activity
for Nakusp: parkour; and something to
see: a drawing of the provincial hockey
tournament (great job, Renee!). The
box was unlocked, and Ted’s written
predictions matched the three answers
from the audience.
On a brief camping trip, Ted showed
us an unbelievable rope trick and some
memorable shadow monsters. Gerda
the psychic goose read the minds of
audience members, and got rude about

with
Andy
Rhodes

Wait’s News, Centre
of the Universe!

This may come as a surprise to
many, but the centre of the universe does
exist, and it is in Nelson, BC. It’s called
WAIT’S NEWS. In 1972, when things
like the centre of the universe concerned
me, I discovered Wait’s News right on
the corner of Baker and Ward and knew
my search was over.
Wait’s is long and narrow! From the
front door to the back door is 45 feet.
It’s about 12 feet wide. There is a long
counter from end to end and exactly
14 swiveling stools. The counter and
the stools are 75 years old. There’s also
one beautiful high round table with two
stools. You can drink coffee while you

REGIONAL DISTRICT OF CENTRAL KOOTENAY

PUBLIC MEETING

it once. Marion climbed into a television,
which Ted proceeded to fill with boxes.
When the boxes were removed, the space
was empty. When Marion did finally
return, she was again in a different outfit.
Another act was set in a restaurant,
and Marion was levitated off the table.
The table was then removed and Ted
passed his scarf all the way around her to
prove that there were no invisible ropes
or supports. The most gripping feat was
when Marion was cut in half. Volunteers
from the audience attached strong leather
straps to her ankles and neck, which
pinned her to the table. She was then

covered, cut in half, each half speared
through its centre with a sword, and the
two halves of the table separated. Much
to our relief, she appeared unharmed
when all the blades were removed and
the halves rejoined.
The final trick of the evening used
a piece of thread. Ted likened it to life
–delicate, yet important in its connecting
us. He then broke the thread into pieces,
symbolic of the different stages in life –
great sorrow or joy, growth or frustration.
He rolled all the pieces into a small ball,
and somehow pulled it out as one long
thread again. Amazing!

watch the world go by from your perch.
Walter Waits opened his coffee/
sandwich/ news stand in 1937, and it’s
been going strong ever since. Today it
is owned and operated by Jim and Mari
Plamondon, who don’t intend to make
a whole lot of changes. That makes us
space-travellers happy. They’re friendly,
big-hearted, and accommodating. If you
desire something not on the menu, they’ll
make it if they have the ingredients. If
you want a bowl of peanut butter and
ham, you got it!
Wait’s used to be open 24 hours
a day, and it was the only cab-stand
around. Now Mari and Jim open from 6
am to 6 pm Monday through Saturday
and Sundays from 8 am to 3 pm. But,
on Friday and Saturday nights they
re-open at 10:30 pm and remain open
till 3 am! On those late night blasts it’s
pizza time: spinach and feta, veggie,
ham and pineapple, and pepperoni.
Other late night treats: grilled cheese
and bacon sands along with peanut
butter topped with stuff like nutella,
jam, marshmallow, banana or any
combination of the above. Regular
menu? All day breakfast: egg muffin
avec ham, cheese, toms and mayo!
Denver sandwiches. Or maybe you just
want toast and coffee. Fine. There are
daily lunch specials. MILKSHAKES
(best in Nelson, made the old-fashioned
way), malts, floats (including root beer),
all kinds of cones and banana splits!
Seventeen flavours of ice cream:
the usuals plus ones like cotton candy
or cookies and cream. Yes. Hotdogs and
Coney dogs await you. Check the long
list of sandwiches including clubhouse
(that’s what I had – my fave!), roast beef,
chicken, tuna etc. and Montreal smoked
meat available whenever you happen to
be there. You can call Wait’s ahead of
time and your breakfast or lunch will be

waiting for you.
Mari bakes early each day. Things
like muffins, granola bars, cinnamon
buns, cookies, carrot cake, and the
biggest darned rice crispy squares I’ve
ever seen...topped with gnoche.
All the cooking is done in a
convection oven, a George Foreman
grill, a cool-looking microwave, a toaster
and a soup pot. The appliances are new.
Of course they are. It’s the centre of the
universe after all.
Oh yeah, Wait’s offers a multitude
of chips, crackers, soda pop and candy.
They have everything.
Wait’s News? They’re not kidding
about the “news” – I counted over 60
different magazines for sale on the long
shelves, not to mention The Globe, Sun,
Province, and yes, I believe I saw some
copies of The Valley Voice there too.
Maybe even the Star.
Mari and Jim employ six people.
The one I met last Thursday is Jordana,
who was born and raised in Nelson.
I asked her what she liked best about
working at Wait’s. She replied: “First
there’s Mari’s philosophical discussions,
and also, working at Wait’s News, you
meet people who open up your eyes to
the world.” Very cool.
If you’re feeling lucky, Wait’s News
also has “full service lottery” – you might
win a million dollars!
Me? I’ve loved Wait’s News since
the day 40 years ago when I walked
through the door and found myself at
the centre of the Universe.
On top of it all, Wait’s News is also
a museum. Check out the ancient pair of
eyeglasses next to the egg beater from
before the beginning of time. Tons of
character, coffee, charm, heritage, food
and friendly folks... Wait’s News has it
ALL! Go there while the cosmos still
exists. Now would be a real good time!

RESIDENTS OF
THE REGIONAL DISTRICT OF CENTRAL KOOTENAY
ARE INVITED TO ATTEND A
PUBLIC MEETING
TO DISCUSS THE
REGIONAL DISTRICT OF CENTRAL KOOTENAY
2012 BUDGET
ON

THURSDAY, MARCH 22, 2012
AT 9:00 A.M.
IN THE
RDCK BOARD ROOM
202 LAKESIDE DRIVE, NELSON, BC

The Corporation of the Village of Silverton
P.O. Box 14, 421 Lake Avenue
Silverton, British Columbia V0G 2B0
Phone: 250/358-2472 Fax: 250/358-2321
Email: cao@silverton.ca
Subject to Section 166 of the Community Charter, the Council
of the Village of Silverton invites public consultation in the
preparation of the Village’s 2012 Five Year Financial Plan.
Council welcomes public input from residents of the Village with
regards to items of concern they would like to see addressed
in the budget. Please submit your written comments to the
Village of Silverton Municipal Office by 4:00 pm Tuesday, March
13, 2012.
		
		
		
		

Village of Silverton
421 Lake Avenue P.O. Box 14
Silverton, B.C. V0G 2B0
Email: administration@silverton.ca

Elaine Rogers
Chief Financial Officer

COMMUNITY
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New Denver council, February 28: Fruit trees to be mapped
by Michael Dorsey
• Public Works crews will be
mapping Village fruit trees, and will

meet with Harvest Share and other
residents to determine which trees will
be harvested. Many residents harvest

by Jan McMurray
Ike Thiessen, 14-year-old from
Crescent Valley, attended the BC
Winter Games February 23-26 in
Vernon to compete in speed skating.
Thiessen has been a member of
the Nelson Speed Skating Club for
three years. He says he decided to try
it out when his parents asked him if
he wanted to put on really big skates
and move really fast. He is glad he
said yes.
Thiessen competed in the
200-metre, 400-metre, 1,500-metre
and 3,000-metre events. His results
were very impressive, most notably
his third place finish in the 1,500
metre and fourth place finish in the
400 metre.
Three other youth from the

Nelson club competed in the games:
Claire Young, Emily Musa, and Tyler
Hartleb. Coaches are Jason Hartleb
and Lisa Thiessen, Ike’s mother.

Crescent Valley kid competes at Winter Games

Ike Thiessen holds one of his ‘really big skates.’

fruit yearly, and a schedule will assist in
timing the harvests.
• Councillor von Krogh provided
council with copies of a report by
Connected Communities, a network of
health advocacy groups from around
the region. The group presented the
report to the board of the West Kootenay
Boundary Regional Hospital District.
The report identifies a number of trends
in the local delivery of health care that
adversely affect seniors and people with
chronic illnesses. Council will write
to the Ministry of Health with these
concerns.
• Beth Corven, of the New Denver
Youth Centre, wrote to inform council
that the youth centre will be set up in the
storefront beside Rory’s on Main. She
asked for the Village to cover the cost
of the building permit fee for a Change
of Occupancy Permit. Council agreed.
• Council agreed to pay for the
printing of brochures for the Nikkei
Internment Memorial Centre if the
funding request to CKCA is not

approved. Council also authorized
free admission to the centre for former
internees, who are planning to visit the
centre in June.
• Council approved a request by
Loren Oldham, Community Gaming
Group, to install a projector screen in
Knox Hall, with the provisos that it be
installed to safety code standards and that
other hall users have access.
• Mayor Bunka reported on the TriCities (New Denver, Silverton, Slocan
and Area H) meeting, where discussions
included the proposed Slocan Lake
Management Plan, the electronics
recycling facility in Silverton, and area
cooperation to acquire a speed reader
board to be used in a variety of locations
through the valley, especially for special
events such as Village celebrations,
Garlic Festival and the Winlaw Water
Festival. Council will send a letter
of support to the RCMP regarding
acquisition of new radar equipment.
• Councillor Raynolds reported that
the Chamber of Commerce had a good
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strategic planning session with CBT
Community Liaison Lynda Lafleur. She
extended an invitation from the Chamber
to council to attend a meeting with Terri
MacDonald of the Rural Development
Institute at Selkirk College. The meeting
will take place at Knox Hall, and council
agreed to waive the rental fee.
• Council scheduled the public
meeting for CBT Community Initiative
Grant funding requests for April 16, 7
pm, in council chambers. Following
this meeting, council will inform the
public of the date and location of the
adjudication meeting.
• Council voted to send a letter of
support to the Beaton Arm Crossing
Association for the proposed fixed
link to replace ferry service at Galena/
Shelter Bays.
• Council decided to write to BC
Hydro asking for the option to refuse
smart meters.
• A letter will go out to the Province,
urging improvement of infrastructure for
rural cyclists.
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Comprehensive study planned for Silverton Gallery
by Jan McMurray
Big plans are underway for the
Silverton Gallery, starting with a
conservation and feasibility study.
Silverton council is applying
for Columbia Basin Trust funding
of $15,000 to have the study done
by Ken Butler & Associates. Butler
is a local contractor specializing in
heritage conservation.
Butler and his assistant (and son),
Ryan Butler, attended a Silverton
council meeting on February 28 to
present their proposal.
“We need to do a conservation
study because it is deemed a Village
of Silverton heritage site, so the
people of Silverton need to know
what it would cost to preserve,
restore or rehabilitate the building,”
said Butler, adding that there are
provincial guidelines for the various
levels of heritage conservation. “It’s
a matter of presenting costs and
options to council, the people of
Silverton and user groups.”
The consultants are planning a
comprehensive study of the building,
looking at the roof, siding, windows
and doors, floors, walls, ceilings,
insulation, washroom, kitchen,
electrical, water, plumbing, septic,
heating, fire suppression, security,
and acoustics. They also plan to
look at the original drawings of
the building, which they believe
are available from the provincial
archives, as well as the assessment
of the building recently done by an
engineering firm, and the geothermal
study done by WSA Engineering
for the Village last fall. Butler said
the team would do a model of the
building as part of the study.

Butler’s team will include Robert
Turner, a planner and historian
renowned throughout BC, who has
worked with Butler many times.
The team will also include Brian
Stolle from the Slocan Lake Gallery
Society, a representative from the
Silverton Historical Society, and a
designer.
Ryan Butler said the report on
the building’s condition identified
issues that will need to be taken into
account in the study. “Issues with
the way the snow and water builds
up on the building is causing some
fairly significant rot in some places,
so that limits some of the things we
can do,” he said. “There is significant
water damage on the north side of
the building so there may need to be
changes in the roof there or cladding
rather than stucco.”
He said the wheelchair ramp will
have to be re-built, as it is no longer
to code. “To bring it to code would
put it way out into the parking lot so
that will also determine what we can
do,” he said. Installing an elevator or
a stair lift would be other options for
wheelchair accessibility.
Councillor Main said the
existing wheelchair ramp has helped
tremendously with getting equipment
in and out of the building, and asked
that this be taken into consideration.
The team would like to look at
moving the entrance around to the
parking lot side of the building, Ryan
said, and building a new stairway
there. “We’ll explore closing off
the existing stairway at the existing
entrance if the entrance is moved.”
Ken Murray of the historical
society said the museum would be
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happy to move to the west side of
the building. “That would give the
gallery a storefront entrance, which
would be so much better because
tourists don’t know how to get in.”
He also said the society’s historical
photos of the building could be
helpful to the team.

Councillor Johnson suggested
connecting the fire hall and gallery
buildings with a covered walkway
so that the fire hall kitchen could
be used, eliminating the need for a
kitchen in the gallery.
Once the funding is in place,
Butler said it would take 90 days to

complete the study.
Although grants were secured
last year to re-finish the floor and
replace the fire escape, these projects
have been postponed and will be
done as part of the larger project.
Extensions have been granted from
the funders.

submitted
The West Kootenay Women’s
Association’s Digital History Project
is launching the audio and video
components of its digital archive on
Sunday March 11, from 4 pm to 6
pm. The festivities will take place at
Touchstones Museum, 502 Vernon Street
in Nelson.
www.KootenayFeminism.com is
an award-winning, publicly accessible
digital archive of the history of feminism
in BC’s West Kootenay. The Nelson
Women’s Centre is the oldest running
rural Women’s Centre in Canada, and
West Kootenay feminists were at the
forefront of the feminist wave with
some of the first women’s festivals and
conferences in the country. This digital
archive illustrates the efforts of women
in this vibrant region working towards
an equitable society and celebrates the
prodigious talents of Kootenay women
writers, poets and musicians performing
at women’s festivals.
As of March 7, audio and video
recordings documenting this rich and
important history will also be available
on the website. “The website is fully
searchable and contains a multitude of
historical documents,” says Dr. Marcia
Braundy, who has spearheaded the
digital history project since its inception.
“This digital history presents our efforts

to create a society where women and
girls are valued for their contributions,
and have access to real choices regarding
how they live their lives, earn their
livings and find their rightful place in
community contribution. While we have
not yet achieved this goal for all women
across Canadian society, and too many
are still falling through the deep cracks
of poverty, violence and injustice, www.
KootenayFeminism.com is a testament
to the work undertaken during the past
40 years.”
Dr. Braundy won the 2011 Barbara
Roberts Award from the Canadian
Research Institute for the Advancement
of Women (CRIAW) for her vision and
work on this project.
Cinematographer Miriam Needoda,
the project’s audio/video technician

and the director of Small Town Films,
a Nelson-based production company
says, “I love the women in trades videos,
like the one called ‘What Happens to
Women in Tradesland.’ The experiences
of women working in male-dominated
trades really make us think about how
far we’ve come, and how far we have
yet to go.” Young feminist and project
volunteer Jessica Pignataro says, “this is
really important information for today’s
young women. The issues are incredibly
current for us today.”
The West Kootenay Women’s
Association’s Digital History Project
is funded in part through the BC150
Heritage Legacy Fund, the Barber
Historical Digitization Program at UBC,
and the Columbia Kootenay Cultural
Alliance.

submitted
The 2012 BC Lake Stewardship
Society is holding its annual conference
in Silverton and New Denver from
June 8-10 this year and the Slocan
Lake Stewardship Society (SLSS)
is co-hosting the event. Potential
topics that may be discussed at the
conference include lakes classification,
lake management planning, challenges
associated with stewarding large lakes,
invasive species, and more.

A Friday night social event will
be held at Heart’s Rest. Saturday’s
presentations, meals, the keynote address,
Saturday evening’s entertainment, and
Sunday morning breakfast will be held at
the Silverton Memorial Hall in Silverton.
The SLSS is encouraging local
participation in the conference and all
events will be open to the public. A
registration fee will apply. Details will
be posted on the SLSS’s website, www.
slocanlakess.wordpress.com.

submitted
Get down and boogie with DJ Blair
Altman ‘Bringing it Back to the House’
at the Vallican Whole Community
Centre on Saturday, March 24, 8 pm
to midnight, in support of the Vallican
Whole. Blair plays House music leaning
towards the Chicago and San Francisco
styles – usually pretty funky, maybe a
little techy, somewhat jazzy, with a touch
of hip-hop lyrics for good measure.

Tickets will be $10 at the door.
Contact Sharon Dixon at 250 226-6738
or Marcia Braundy at 250 226-7624.

Digital history launch celebrates West Kootenay feminists

Slocan Lake Stewardship Society
to co-host provincial conference

Boogie to benefit the Vallican Whole

Bax and Chung
Performing

‘Dance’ Piano
Music

for one piano,
four hands at the
Bonnington Arts
Centre
Wednesday,
March 7th at 7:30 pm

BIG 3-DAY PAINT & STAIN SALE – 25% OFF

ALL TRU TEST PAINTS & STAINS (INTERIOR-EXTERIOR/EASYCARE WEATHERALL, WOODSMAN)
MARCH 8 - 10, 2012

Presented by the Arrow Lakes
Arts Council Tickets: Adults:
$20 Seniors: $15 Students: $10
Available at Bon Marché
Dollar Store
Co-Sponsored by True North
Hospitality Host:
Selkirk Inn

One piano, four
hands

submitted
On Wednesday, March 7, Alessio
Bax and Lucille Chung, two great
concert pianists, will be presenting a
unique form of music – ‘dance’ piano
music on one piano with four hands,
commonly known as piano duets. They
will be performing at the Bonnington
Arts Centre at 7:30 pm. Advance tickets
are available at the Bon Marche Dollar
Store, or at the door.
Bax and Chung perform a delightful
program of music, inspired by dance.
Highlights of this uplifting program
include Dvorak’s Slavonic Dances,
Stravinsky’s Petrouchka, Ravel’s Mother
Goose Suite, and Tangos by Piazzolla.
The real life marriage of Lucille Chung
and Alessio Bax has led to one of the
best piano duos of their generation. A
musical love story, this powerful duo
has appeared in the United Kingdom,
Europe, China, Korea, Central America,
USA, and Canada.
This is the fifth concert presented by
the Arrow Lakes Arts Council, as part of
its 2011-12 season. The Arrow Lakes
Arts Council would like to thank True
North for co-sponsoring this concert and
Selkirk Inn for hosting the performers.
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Nakusp council, February 27: Fire department budget presented
by Jan McMurray
• Fire Chief Terry Warren attended
to present his annual report for 2011
and the 2012 preliminary operating
budget for the fire department.
The draft 2012 budget for the
fire department totals $109,377. In
2011, the budget was $116,805; in
2010, it was $112,208; and in 2009,
it was $133,127. The main reason
for the decrease this year is that there
is no longer any cost to operating
the old fire hall in the budget. The
Emergency Services Building (ESB)
will have its own budget, which has
not yet been drafted.
Warren said the department
currently has 22 members, and four
or five of them work out of town at
least two weeks at a time. He said the
decrease in members is directly due
to lack of employment in Nakusp.
Warren reported that moving into
the ESB was the biggest event in
2011, making it difficult to keep up

with everything else. The department
worked with the Initial Attack crew
of the Ministry of Forests Fire
Protection Branch to do some fuel
mitigation work at the Rifle Range,
particularly because of the brush
fires that were set just north of the
property. There were 89 incidents
in 2011.
Mayor Hamling thanked Warren
for all the work he has put in on the
Emergency Services Building. She
also said Nakusp was fortunate to
have a department where training
was kept up to date, and asked
Warren to thank the crew for the time
they take to go to training courses.
• After lengthy discussion, council
decided to deny the Chamber of
Commerce request to hold meetings
at the Emergency Services Building,
at least until council receives a staff
report on fees and policies for the
ESB. The Chamber is looking for a
wheelchair accessible meeting room.

VILLAGE
OF
NAKUSP

2012 COUNCIL MEETING SCHEDULE:
COUNCIL MEETINGS
6:30 pm in Council Chambers (91 1st Street NW)
Or
6:30 pm in Emergency Services Building (300-8th Ave. NW)
• Tuesday, January 10
• Tuesday, January 24
• Monday, February 13- Council Chambers
• Monday, February 27- Emergency Services Building
• Monday, March 12- Council Chambers
• Monday, March 26- Emergency Services Building
• Tuesday, April 10- Council Chambers
• Monday, April 23- Emergency Services Building
• Monday, May 7-Council Chambers
• Tuesday, May 22- Council Chambers
• Monday, June 11-Council Chambers
• Monday, June 25- Emergency Services Building
• Monday, July 9- Council Chambers
• Monday, August 27- Emergency Services Building
• Monday, September 10- Council Chambers
• Tuesday, October 9- Council Chambers
• Monday, October 22- Emergency Services Building
• Tuesday, November 13- Council Chambers
• Monday, November 26- Emergency Services Building
• Monday, December 10- Council Chambers

Committee of the Whole Meeting will be scheduled as
needed
**July 23, August 13 and September 24 Council Meeting
are cancelled.
The Council of the Village of Nakusp invites public
consultation in the preparation of the Village’s 2012 Five
Year Financial Plan. Council has begun holding budget
meetings and welcomes public input from members of the
community with regards to items of concern they would like
to see addressed in the budget.
2012 CONFERENCES –
Association of Kootenay Boundary Local Gov’t –
April 19-21, 2012 - Trail, BC
Federation of Canadian Municipalities –
June 1-4, 2012 - Saskatoon, SK
Union of BC Municipalities –
September 24-28, 2012- Victoria, BC
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Councillor Mueller pointed out
that the ESB is “a special building
with a special purpose” with “lots
of expensive equipment.” She also
pointed out that someone would
have to open and lock the door for
the group.
• The Arrow Lakes Running
Group is organizing its second annual
charity run/walk event on Mother’s
Day. A 5km run, a 2 km walk and,
new this year, a 10 km run, are being
planned. The group asked for the use
of the cenotaph park and gazebo for
the start and finish lines, and for a
post-event barbecue, music, bake
sale and running event for children.
Council voted to grant the request,
and to ask the organizers to work

with staff on logistics (road closures,
insurance requirements, etc).
• Council decided to decline the
opportunity to have Nakusp featured
on the Dimestore Fishermen television
show. In order to have the TV crew
come to Nakusp, the Village would
have to pay $11,900, plus cover the
cost of their accommodations, food
and guided fishing for the five days
they’d be in town. Mayor Hamling
reported that the Nakusp and Area
Development Board prefers a more
long-term and organized approach
to economic development initiatives,
and the Rod and Gun Club feels that
the timing is not good for this.
• The Rotary Club wrote to ask
for council’s support for a project

to install a water spray fixture in
the community park. The fixture
is designed to minimize water
consumption and to activate on
demand. The club plans to apply for
Columbia Basin Trust Community
Initiatives funding for the project.
Council gave support in principle.
• The CAO was authorized to
sign the agreement with the Province
that allows the Village to receive
an annual grant of $366,986 in
2012, 2013 and 2014. This is an
unconditional grant, known as the
‘small communities grant,’ as it is
given to all Villages under a certain
population. The Province has been
providing these grants for many
years.

submitted
The Legal Services Society of
BC has established two ‘community
partners’ in our region to help people
access legal resources. The Advocacy
Centre in Nelson is one of the two
partners and the Trail FAIR Society
in Trail is the other.
Legal Services Society (LSS)
is working with a wide range of
community partners around BC.
Through the community partners,

Legal Services is hoping to create
relatively local sites where people
can find out about Legal Services,
get access to the society’s many
publications and get some orientation
to the online resources produced by
LSS.
Two popular online resources are
Clicklaw (www.clicklaw.bc.ca), for
information about a variety of legal
topics in BC, and Legal Service’s
family law website (www.familylaw.

lss.bc.ca), which is dedicated to issues
such as separation, child support,
custody and the like. While anyone
can access these Legal Services
resources online, the Advocacy
Centre and Trail FAIR stand ready
to help people navigate some of these
resources or provide paper copies of
the publications if desired.
“Legal Services still provides
people with lawyers to represent them
in certain circumstances,” Becky
Quirk of the Advocacy Centre says,
“but for people with problems that
do not fall within those topics where
representation is provided, there
are still many resources available
to help those people get a better
understanding of their options.”
The Advocacy Centre is generally
open on Mondays, Wednesdays and
Thursdays at 521 Vernon Street,
Nelson (250-352-5777). Open hours
are 10-noon and 1-3 pm. An advocate
also staffs an office at the Castlegar
Community Services building
on Thursdays (1-877-352-5777).
Appointments are encouraged.
The Advocacy Centre is a
program of the Nelson CARES
Society. The Trail Family and
Individual Resource Centre Society
(Trail FAIR) is also a community
partner with the Legal Services
Society.

Legal Services Society partners with local organizations

UNITS FOR RENT – MARINE BUILDING
89 – 5TH AVENUE, NAKUSP
(1) Bedroom Apts. (2) Bedroom Apts.
Bachelor suites , Retail space.
Enquiries 778-206-0124
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Announcements

ANYONE INTERESTED in bringing
Kootenay Carshare Co-op to New Denver
/ Silverton? Please contact Susan Yurychuk
@ 6804, syurychuk@gmail.com. Learn all
about carshare at: http://www.carsharecoop.
ca/
NAKUSP AND AREA COMMUNITY
TRAILS SOCIETY (Nakusp ACTS) is
hosting the Meat Draw at the Legion each
Saturday in March. Please come out and
support us.
NOMINATIONS FOR THE CITIZEN
OF THE YEAR AND LIFETIME
ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS for 2011.
Rotary Club of Nakusp is looking for
submissions to nominate the 2011 Citizen
of the Year and the Lifetime Achievement
Awards in Nakusp and area. Nominations
seek people of any age who have made an
outstanding contribution to the community.
This may include our youth, couples
or individuals. Please include in your
nomination as much supporting data as
possible. Deadline: March 28, 2012. Please
mail to: NOMINATIONS, ROTARY
CLUB OF NAKUSP, BOX 62, NAKUSP,
BC V0G 1R0.

MARGARET WILLIAMS 100th
BIRTHDAY PARTY Friday, March 30,
2012. Edgewood Legion Community Hall.
Luncheon available between 11 am and 1
pm. Celebration and social to follow all
afternoon. Edgewood Legion branch 203
to host.
SMALL TOWN, BIG FUN. Help support
New Denver Movie Night at the Bosun
Hall in order to keep it running. Check
community calendar for monthly movie
dates, find us on Facebook and watch for
local poster.

Business Opportunities

UNEMPLOYED and thinking of starting
your own business? Community Futures
offers the Self Employment grant, business
loans, counselling and training in the Arrow
& Slocan Lakes area. For more info leave
a message at 265-3674 ext. 201 or email
Nakusp@futures.bc.ca.

Card of Thanks

LUCERNE GRADE 5-6-7 CLASS says
THANK YOU! Thanks for supporting the
pasta dinner. It was a huge success!
WE WOULD LIKE to extend sincere
thanks to everyone for attending our
benefit dinner. The food and desserts were

CLASSIFIED ADS

incredible! Thank you for all the generous
donations we received both at the dinner
and at KSCU. Your love and support
have touched our hearts and we are so
grateful. We have a long ways to go yet.
Special thank to our family and friends for
organizing the event for us.
-Darwin and Wanda Buerge
To the residents of the Slocan Valley
and area,
We would like to send a Heartfelt
Thank You to everyone for the Mall in
the Hall fundraiser that was held for our
daughter Brooke Malakoff. Words can not
express our gratitude for this kindness, love
and support.
A special thank you to the workers and
organizers, Linda Hicks, Shannon Hicks,
Bonnie Lister, Theresa Thickett, Rita
Kosenic, Linda Taylor and Lisa Solecki. All
of you made this event so successful. Also,
a big thank you to all who supplied baking,
auction items, sale items, donations and the
wonderful music. Thank you to the Legion
for the use of the hall and the great lunch.
Brooke is now cancer free, back to
school and looking forward to Graduation
this year! She will be busy catching up on

her schoolwork and visiting her Doctors
in Vancouver.
Slocan is an awesome little town and
will always hold a special place in our
hearts.
THANK YOU ALL!

Coming Events

CASINO NIGHT March 17 at the Slocan
Legion Hall, 502 Harold St., Slocan. 5
pm Cocktails, 6 pm Casino, 7 pm Buffet.
Cost $15. Entertainment too! 8 pm more
Casino. Come & join the fun. Tickets at
Mountain Valley Station or phone 355-2672
to reserve. No minors please.
CELEBRATE ST PATRICK’S DAY
Saturday March 17 @ The Cup and Saucer
Café, Silverton. Slocan Valley Singer/
Songwriter Sally T will delight your ears
with her sweet soulful song. Irish Stew
and Potato Soup are on the menu. Open for
Dinner 6 pm - Music 7:30 $5 cover charge.
Call 358-2267 for more info.
HIDDEN GARDEN GALLERY AGM:
Tues., March 20, 1 pm, at the gallery (803
Kildare St., New Denver). Let us know
what you want the gallery to do, and hear
what we’ve been up to. Refreshments
provided. All welcome.
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GET DOWN AND BOOGIE with DJ
Blair Altman “Bringing it Back to the
House” at the Vallican Whole Community
Centre. Saturday, March 24, 8 pm to
midnight. Doors open at 7:30.
MOVIE NIGHT AT THE BOSUN
– Friday, March 16. Now showing: 7
pm Happy Feet Two; 9 pm Jack & Jill
(comedy). Admission $3 per movie.
We have concession. *Please do not
leave young children unattended. Adult
supervision is required!
READY SET LEARN is here again! Lila
and Julia invite 3, 4 and 5 year olds to four
exciting and enriching afternoons at Lucerne
School. Many activities supporting numeracy,
literacy, small and large motor development and
kindergarten transition. Special guest community
resource people. Wednesdays April 11, 18, 24 and
May 2 from 1-3 pm. Please call early to register
at 358-7768 or 358-7766 over Spring Break.

Slocan Auto &
Truck Repairs

24 hour towing
BCAA, Slocan, BC
355-2632

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

AUTOMOTIVE • SMALL MOTORS • MACHINE SHOP
and

Caribou Service
(250) 265-3191

24 Hr Towing and Recovery
Auto Repairs & Tires
Auto Parts

5549 Frontage Road
Burton, BC

COMPUTER
- Repairs
Palmer
- Upgrades
Computer - Consulting
Microsoft Certified
Services
Systems Engineer
Phone: 355-2235
ken@palmercomputerservices.com

• welding repairs • full service &
repair • licenced technician • radiator
repairs & service • mobile service
available • fast, friendly service

BCAA Towing

24 hour towing
1007 hwy 23, nakusp
ph: 265-4577

Nakusp 265-4406

USED GOODS

NAKUSP GLASS

The Donation Store

Main Street • New Denver
Open 10 am - 2 pm • Monday - Saturday
(depending on available volunteers)
Help us help you

Even little ads get noticed
in the Valley Voice

JEWELRY
Jo’s Jewelry

Custom Work and Repair in
Silver and Gold, by Appointment

358-2134

New Denver, Goldsmith Jo-Anne Barclay

201 Broadway
265-3252

SALES & SERVICE
98 - 1st Street, Nakusp • 265-4911
OPEN TUES - SAT
CHAINSAWS
TRIMMERS
• Stihl
• Stihl
• Husqvarna
• Husqvarna
MOWERS
SMALL ENGINES
• Husqvarna
• Tecumseh
• Toro • Snapper • Honda
• Lawnboy
• Briggs & Stratton

RECYCLING
MOUNTAIN VALLEY STATION
BOTTLE DEPOT
Slocan City • 355-2245
Open MON - SAT 9-5
Your “Bottle Drive” Specialists

The clear choice for
all your glass needs!

EQUIPMENT RENTAL

COLES RENTALS

HEATERS (PROPANE & ELECTRIC)
PLATE TAMPERS, JUMPING JACKS, REBAR BENDER
JACKHAMMERS, HAMMER DRILLS, CONCRETE
MIXERS, CONCRETE SAWS, TILECUTTERS,
BLOCKCUTTERS, SCAFFOLDING, FLOOR SANDERS,
NAILERS - ALL TYPES, LM ROTARY LAZER TRANSIT,
GENERATORS, WATER PUMPS, COMPRESSORS,
INSULATED TARPS, PRESSURE WASHERS, ROTO
TILLER, LAWN COMBER, AERATOR, PROPERTY PIN
LOCATOR, GAS POST HOLE DIGGER, CONCRETE
FLOOR GRINDER
...AND MUCH MORE!
PHONE 358-2632
1-888-358-2632

HEALTH • WELL-BEING • FITNESS • ENVIRONMENT
MASSAGE THERAPIES

Myofascial, Swedish, Lymphatic, Joint Play, Craniosacral,
Visceral, Somatoemotion, Chakras, Nutrition etc.
MTA rates (Low income consideration)
also MSP, WCB, ICBC & care plans
Garth R. Hunter, R.M.T.
Slocan Health Clinic - Thursdays

250-358-2364 • Mobile & Office

Spectrum Home & Family Care
Helping you maintain
YOUR lifesyle!
Free consultations
in the West Kootenay

250-265-3842
www.spectrumhomesupport.ca

Nakusp Taxi
250-265-8222
Pick up and Delivery

Let us get it for you
• Auto parts • Groceries
• Pharmacy • Cigarettes
• Take out food

Just let your local business know your needs
and we will deliver them to you.
Alcoholic beverages until 11:00 pm

The Copper Nail Boat Shop

The Kootenay’s Shipwright

• Custom boat work
• Marine mechanics
• Rigging and repairs
• Systems and electrical

250-355-0035

www.woodenboatshop.ca

HAIR
Ava’ s
Hair

Studio

OPEN YEAR-ROUND
358-7769

Far right entrance of the Wild Rose Restaurant in Rosebery

BREWING

Winlaw Brew-Op

Wine & Beer Making Kits
to satisfy all budgets!
Take-Home Kits, or Brew it with Us!
Open 11:00 to 6:00 Tues. to Sat.
5972 Cedar Creek Road, Winlaw • 226-7328

Hand & Soul Wellness Centre
Larry Zaleski, D.C. Chiropractor

Mondays & Fridays - Silverton • Every other Wednesday in Winlaw or Nakusp

Sue Mistretta, M.A., CCC Counsellor/Expressive Arts

358-2177

www.handandsoul.ca

Specialty Coffees, Teas,
Award-winning wines available for brewing
• Open Every Day

Nakusp

265-4701
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Coming Events

GALLERY EVENTS: Wednesday March
14 & Thursday March 15: Lucerne’s Grade
5-7 ‘Law and Order: A Fairy Tale Crime’
(7 pm.) Donation. Saturday March 24:
Gemmaluna quartet 7:30 doors ($10),
March 19-23: Kootenay Kids Camp (9-3)
exhibit Saturday 24 (1-3) Sunday nites
ongoing Community Music program (6-8
pm) by donation.
EASTER HAM BINGO March 25 at 1
pm at the Slocan Legion Hall, 502 Harold
St. Slocan. $2 per card. Everyone Welcome.
THE KASLO TRAILBLAZERS are
pleased to sponsor a 50-minute DVD,
‘Tracing the Columbia.’ This DVD recreates David Thompson’s epic journey to
discover a water route to the Pacific Ocean
in 1811. This 200-anniversary re-creation
covered 1700 kilometres in 45 days by
Voyageur canoes. Thursday, March 15 at 7
pm at the Langham in Kaslo. By donation.
Refreshments to follow presentation.
SPRING BRUNCH AT WINLAW
HALL, March 11, 10 am to 2 pm. Adults
$14. Kids $1 per year of age. The old hall
looks brand new. Come see the changes
and let us cook for you. For info, call Carey
250-226-7702.

For rent

SUITE FOR RENT – One mile from
Nakusp. On acreage. 3 bdr. Appliances.
Available. $700/month. 250-575-8867 or
250-265-4914.
WINLAW 3 BEDROOM newer home,
2 bathrooms, 1500 sq. ft., appliances,
electric heat, beautiful view of Frog Peak.
40 minutes from Nelson, Castlegar, Trail.
Landlord references, no indoor pets, no
smoking. Available. $1200 plus deposit.
250-265-0168. Sonja.

Personal Classifieds start at $8.00
Call 250-358-7218 for details

AVAILABLE FOR RENT IN NAKUSP
– M.H.P. 2010 Doublewide 2 bdr, 2 bath,
fridge, stove, dishwasher, $750/month.
Cozy 1-bdr cabin $480/month. Mobile
home pads for rent – spacious lots, quiet
area. Boat & RV storage available. Phone
250-265-9909.
2-BDRM HOUSE, downtown Nakusp,
appl, hydro included, lake view, No SM, No
Pets, No Partying, References required, Sec.
Dep. $1050.00 Available April 1 to the right
tenant. 250-265-1149 or 250-675-2661.
SHARED OFFICE SPACE available
in Winlaw at healing co-op. Long-term
preferred. Call 250-358-2177.
SPACIOUS 2-BDR APARTMENT in
Silverton available immediately. $750/
mo. Seeking quiet, responsible and nonsmoking tenants. Office space for rent
$150/mo. Call 358-2177.
SPACIOUS TWO-BEDROOM SUITE
in Silverton - with lake view - on main
floor of duplex, 616 Hunter St. Quiet area,
one minute to Cooper Beach. All facilities,
excellent woodstove, covered parking.
$580/mo. N/S, N/P. Available May 1st. Call
Ilona, 1-250-358-2698.
ONE BEDROOM CABIN on Nakusp
promenade. Renovated. Available
immediately. NS/NP/RR, quiet person.
$500.00 month + util. Call 250-265-2178.

Health

FELDENKRAIS Awareness Through
Movement classes: *Nakusp *Winlaw. *
Relax * Release Tension * Relieve Pain
* Breathe Easier * Sleep Better * Tyson
250-226-6826 * thaitouch@yahoo.com.
YOGA AT THE DOMES - Monday
morning 9-10:30, THURSDAY afternoon
4:00-5:30. OPEN TO ALL LEVELS.
YOGA IN SILVERTON!!! Wednesdays
7 pm with Christopher, Sundays 10 am
with Anastasia at Hand & Soul. 3587773, lovingspirit@rocketmail.com.

CLASSIFIED ADS
Help Wanted

LOOKING FOR SOMEONE to do
respite in their home one or two weekends
a month for an adult male with disabilities
in the New Denver/Silverton area. Please
contact: KSCL, 2224 Sixth Ave., Castlegar,
BC V1N 2V0.

Missing Person

MISSING 19 YEAR OLD - Mitchell
Gallivan, 6’3”, dark brown hair, mild
mannered, soft spoken. Loves outdoors,
playing guitar. Interest in outdoor work,
communal farm. Missing since October.
Family want to know he’s OK. Diana &
Don Gallivan 604 221-0737 Gallivan@
Shaw.ca

Notices

FOR INFORMATION ON AA OR
ALANON MEETINGS contact in New
Denver: 358-7904 or 358-7158; Nakusp
265-4924; Kaslo 353-2658; Slocan 3552805; South Slocan 226-7705.

Real Estate

PROPERTY FOR SALE by owner.
.52 acre, fully serviced, top soil and
equipment for construction available.
Rosebery – property borders provincial
park. Temporary living quarters in place.
Asking $118,000. Call Ron 250-358-2389.
8.33 ACRES SILVERTON – Quaint studio
starter cabin on Red Mtn. Rd. with hydro,
propane and telephone hooked up and a
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water plan in place. Building location with
views for larger home, a solid investment
in area that promises opportunities for
adventurers and nature lovers to enjoy all
the activities the Slocan Valley has to offer.
Priced to sell at $239,500. Call 250-3582655 for details.
RED MOUNTAIN ROAD – Outstanding
development just south of Silverton. 68.9
acres - $355,000. 23.8 acres - $210,000. 20
acres - $150,000. All properties have power
and tel at lot line, and water licences. For
details, call Larry at Landquest Realty Corp.
250-513-2733.
FOR SALE BY OWNER - A unique
opportunity to own a little slice of paradise,
a fully furnished, very private lakeside twolevel home for recreational use or live all
year round. Surrounded by park-like forests,
spectacular mountain and lake views, this
cozy home has an abundance of spring
water, boathouse, private driveway to
lake, large storage shed, horse coral, RV
sewer hookup, landscaped gardens. Enjoy
an abundance of fruit and vegetables from
fenced orchard. Contact owner: 250-2654525.
VALLICAN HOMESTEAD (10.5 acres)
with river frontage on the Slocan River.
Three bedroom rancher with full basement.
30 minutes from Nelson or Castlegar.
More info: http://community.netidea.com/
herbandsusie/ or 250-226-7376.

Rental Wanted

PROFESSIONAL COUPLE with infant and
gentle dog seeking small, affordable short-term
accommodation in region till June. Partially
furnished with laundry machine preferred but
not mandatory. Carl 250-551-4065.
WANTED – HOUSE TO RENT for
April 1 in Nakusp, 3 or 4 bedrooms with
appliances N/S, family of 5 with 1 dog
relocating from Vancouver Island. Please
contact ASAP 250-339-2737 or email
oshunscent@yahoo.ca.

DO YOU HAVE A HOUSE near Nakusp
that won’t sell? Would you consider renting
it to my family? We are relocating to
Nakusp. I have a secure full-time job. We
will sign a 1-year lease for the right 3 or 4
bedroom house. Mom, Dad, 2 small kids,
1 small dog. Non smokers, good people!
May 1st? (250) 802 3115 hemblingdease@
gmail.com.

Services

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL
SEPTIC TANK CLEANING: “Serving
the Valley” 7 days/wk, 24-hr. All-Around
Septic Services, Don Brown (250) 3543644, emergency 352-5676.
ROGAN ELECTRIC Residential,
commercial, industrial wiring. Local
references available. All work guaranteed.
“We get the job done.” 353-9638.
PETER’S WINDOWS & DOORS – Sales
and installations. Energy efficient vinyl and
wood windows. Renovations/upgrades of
wooden and metal windows and doors.
Peter Demoskoff 250-399-0079.
GERRY CONWAY – Journeyman
carpenter/builder. 250-265-3163.
FRUIT TREE PRUNING plus cleanup and removal, January to March only.
All fruit and ornamental trees. Nakusp,
Burton, Fauquier, Edgewood areas. Ray
250-269-7324.
HOUSE-SITTER AVAILABLE July/
Aug/Sept. Active 70 year old, retired
teacher, good with plants, dogs, (no cats),
own car, seeks 2 to 6 week post in Nakusp
area. cathh1@gmail.com.

Next Valley Voice
Deadline:
March 16,
2012

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

CONSTRUCTION • HOME • GARDEN
COMPLETE SALES
SERVICE AND
INSTALLATION
YOUR VALLEY COMFORT AND BLAZE KING DEALER
SPECIALIZING IN WOOD/ELECTRIC, WOOD/OIL AND
WOOD/GAS COMBINATION FURNACES
Certified • Insured

Eric Waterfield — Septic Planning/Installation
Nakusp, BC • Ph. 250 265-3747 • Fx. 250 265-3431
• Email cresbay@telus.net

Slocan City, BC • (250) 355-0088
website: www.kootenayfurnace.com
email: kfurnace@netidea.com

KF PowerVac

Duct Cleaning & Duct Sanitizing
Local: 355-2485 • Toll-free: 1-888-652-0088
email: kfurnace@netidea.com

Safety, Service, Satisfaction
Installation and maintenance

jim@jemsgas.com

HALL LUMBER
& BUILDING SUPPLIES

Crescent Bay
Construction Ltd.
• Registered Septic System
designer and installer •
• Ready Mix Concrete •
• Lock Blocks • Drain Rock •
• Road Crush • Sand & Gravel •
• Dump Trucks • Excavator •
• Crusher • Coloured Concrete •
• Site Preparation •
Box 1001, Nakusp, BC, V0G 1R0
Ph. 265-4615 • vieirac@telus.net

Open Mon, Tues, Wed, Fri & Sat
10 am to 5 pm
PHONE 250-269-0043
Find us at 280 Lower Inonoaklin Rd.
Edgewood, BC

Indoor Garden
Supplies
Castlegar
250-304-2911

1730 Hwy 3, Selkirk Spring Building
dan@canadiangardensupply.com

HARDWOOD
FLOORS ONLY

100% CANADIAN FLOORING
AT WHOLESALE
Prefinished, antique R. Oak - Maple
3 ¼ x ¾ $4.59/sf pallet – Import Eng
Prefinished $3.99/sf pallet
Bamboo – Cork from $2.99/sf
Glue Down
AT JUAN’S – 1503 Hwy 3A Thrums
250-399-6377 Mon-Sat 8:30 am-5 pm

Jim Pownall & Co.

peacock
collective

organic housekeeping

ueco friendly housekeepinguyard & garden maintenanceu
general labour workuWCB insured trade worker’s helper
upost renovation clean upuorganization & de-cluttering in
home or shopuhelping hand with carpentry & alternative
building projectsuhome check-ins and visit preparationsu
Gift Certificates available
Serving Nakusp Burton New Denver Silverton
reliable & fully insured

LOG & TIMBER FRAME HOMES
New Denver • BC
250-358-2566
jpownall@telus.net

Sondra Krajewski

Ted’s New & ReNew

Residential & Commercial Projects
Journeyman Floorcovering Installer

carpet • lino • hardwood • cork • laminate • tile
Property Maintenance & Management
Carpet & Upholstery¶
Cleaning

Phone 250-265-6809

ACCOMMODATIONS

250.265.8479

www.peacockcollective.ca

FOR ALL YOUR
PROPANE NEEDS
365-9958
1-800-471-5630

Your local bulk dealer & service centre

J.C. Roofing Company

For all your roofing needs
Serving the Arrow and Slocan Lakes
16 years of professional installations
WCB • All work fully guaranteed
We also install Soffit and Vinyl Siding

For your free estimate, Call
Curtis Roe at 250-265-9087

Even little ads get noticed
in the Valley Voice
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Women’s Institute Week was celebrated across Canada February 19-25
Women are active in branches
of WI throughout BC, helping their
members, communities, province,
country and world. There are Women’s
Institute branches in Edgewood and
Slocan. The Edgewood-Inonoaklin
branch is calling for members – call
250-269-7314.

The organization at all levels is
summed up in these words: ‘Women
interested, informed and involved in
building a better tomorrow.’
Women’s Institute started over
100 years ago in BC as a means to
provide support and help to rural
women, who were new not only to

submitted
The Food Tree, a new organization
in the West Kootenay that provides
permaculture outreach, is hosting a
free workshop at Ellison’s Market on
Saturday, March 24.
Blake Robbins, workshop
presenter, says participants will discuss
practical applications of permaculture
design. “Apply permaculture utilizing
your March snow reflected indoor
window, the May backyard garden
you’re already dreaming of, or your
blossoming community yarden, garden
or neighborhood min- farm,” he says.
“We will be discussing design solutions
you and your community can implement
today.”
During the 90-minute workshop,
Robbins says participants will hear about
how to divert waste streams, reduce
water use, deter pests great and small, all

while creating abundance and beauty in
backyard gardens or expanding farms.
This informal workshop begins at 10
am. Late arrivals are welcome. Enjoy the
refreshments available at Ellison’s Café.
Live music to follow.

Permaculture workshop offered in Nelson

Blake Robbins, a certified permaculture educator,
shares his winter windowsill abundance.

Canada and BC but also to rural life.
Most women were isolated and the
monthly meetings provided a social
outlet, access to home and farm skills,
plus a means to discuss how their
communities could be improved.
The women worked to help provide
amenities such as schools, halls, local
libraries, travelling health nurses and
dentists. The list was long and the
women were persistent.
Although society today reaps the
benefits of the hard work of the early
pioneers, Women‘s Institute does not
rest on its laurels. Today, communities
still benefit from the interest and work
of the members. As well, groups
support BC Children’s Hospital,
and Queen Alexandra Centre near
Victoria. In step with the provincial
organization, branch members have
initiated a letter writing campaign to
provincial and federal governments
regarding resolutions they recently
passed on topics such as ‘no Site C
dam in the Peace‘, the risk to B.C. of
offshore drilling, and protecting our
B.C. water supply.
BC is proudly hosting the national
convention at Sidney, Vancouver
Island in June, 2012 and expects
hundreds of members from across

Canada. In the past three years, the
national body has been focused, in
part, on heart health, by challenging
members to ‘Walk Across Canada with
Us,’ recording their steps every day
during 2011. The winner was Susan
Dioron of PEI, with Judy Watson,
member of Rock Creek WI in BC
placing second. Because the winner is
not able to attend the convention, Judy
will receive the free registration and be
honoured at the banquet.
Socially, members enjoy monthly
get-togethers, which also often
offer learning experiences through
Slocan Valley Recreation
Babysitter Training - Ages 11+ Slocan
Park Hall. Mon., March 19, 9 am-4 pm
& Wed., March 21, 1-3:30 pm.
CPR-C / AED - Slocan Park Hall. Sun.,
March 25. 8:30 am - 3:45 pm.
Strollerfit - Slocan Park. Mondays, 10:30
am-11:30 am, starting March 26.
Bellyfit - Winlaw School. Tuesdays,
6:30-7:30 pm, starting March 27.
Step Class - Brent Kennedy School.
Thursdays, 5:10 pm-6:10 pm, starting
March 29.
Mixed Soccer: Four divisions to suit
kids 3.5-15. Season runs mid-April to
mid-June. Volunteer coaches needed.
Call for information and to register
now.

226-0008

discussion of a variety of topics and/
or demonstrations.
WI has also moved with the times.
Check the provincial website at www.
bcwi.ca, the national one at www.
fwic.ca and the international at www.
acww.org.uk.

Certified Electrical
Contractor
Fully Licenced &
Insured
office
(250) 358-2479
mobile
(250) 551-8463 (TIME)
jacob@onetimeelectrical.com
www.onetimeelectrical.com

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

RESTAURANT/BAKERY

N

Lemon Creek
Lodge & Campground

ick’s
lace

P

FALL HOURS
9 am - 9 PM
OPEN EVERY DAY, EXCEPT TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY

QUALITY PIZZA anytime!
265-4880
Air Conditioned
Non-Smoking

93-5th Ave.

Nakusp

Rory’s on Main
Licensed Restaurant • New Denver

Check out www.rorysonmain.com for our
weekly specials, menu, hours & contact info

For Reservations: 250-358-2449

Year-round facility
Licensed Restaurant
Open Thurs - Sun
5 PM - 8 PM
Reservations: 1-877-970-8090

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES BAKERY
Shirley Kosiancic
Realtor

Mountainview Realty Ltd.
412 Broadway St. Nakusp, BC V0G 1S0
Bus 250-265-2111
Fax 250-265-3842
Cell 250-265-8040
shirley@century21nakusp.com • www.century21nakusp.com

• Health Products, healing sessions
• New Age cards & books
• Sensual products¶ ¶
¶

¶

¶

320 Broadway St. Nakusp		 265-3188

422 Front Street • Kaslo, BC
1-250-353-2594

1007 Josephine St. (Box 298), New Denver
Ph. 358-2435 essay@direct.ca Fax 358-2607

Soup, Stews, Meat Pies, Treats and Great Coffee

Silverton, BC • 358-2267

RECREATION

Apple Tree
Sandwich Shop
The

Soup, Sandwiches & Desserts
358-2691
Mon. - Fri. 7 A.M. - 4 P.M.
Sat. 11 A.M. - 4 P.M.

Your Slocan Valley Specialist

Passmore
Laboratory Ltd.

Water Testing • Flow Measurements
CAEAL certified to test drinking water
We’re in the Valley at: 1-250-226-7339
Jennifer & Tony Yeow passlab@xplornet.com

Slocan Village Market
Groceries, fresh produce, fresh meat,
Agency Liquor, organic foods,
in-store deli, in-store bakery.

For all your
insurance
needs
HUB
INTERNATIONAL
265-3631
Barton INSURANCE
1-800-665-6010

Open 7 days/week, 9 am - 8 pm

Slocan, BC • ph:355-2211 • fax: 355-2216

Custom Cutting & Sausage
Making, Curing & Smoking of
Bacons & Hams
Mobile BBQ Services & Hog
Roaster Rentals
• Christmas Tree Sales •
www.legendarymeats.ca
Phone/Fax: 250-226-7803
2826 Hwy 6 • Slocan Park

100% organic sourdough
bread baked in a
traditional wood-fired
bread oven
Available at Rutabaga’s, New Denver •
Slocan Village Market, Slocan
• Gaia Tree, Winlaw

Monday - Saturday 8:00-4:00

Legendary Meats

Natural Food Store

CUSTOM CARDS • BROCHURES • CALENDARS • NEWSLETTERS

The Cup and
Saucer Café

GROCERY • HEALTH FOOD

Re-Awakening
Health Centre

Colour/B&W Laser Printing/Copying • Digital Photography
Word processing • Scanning • Faxing • Binding • Laminating

CLOTHING
Men’s & Ladies Clothing

The Clothes Hanger
400 Front St • Kaslo • 250-353-9688

THE RIDE SAYS IT ALL

Ph: 359-7111 Fax: 359-7587
www.playmorpower.com

Playmor Junction Hwy 6 & 3A
1043 Playmor

BROKERS

HALLS

MEMORIAL
HALL

Weddings, Parties, Reunions,
Concerts, Funerals, Meetings

To book call Sue: 250-358-2711

www.jonesboysboats.com
Ainsworth, British Columbia
4080 Hwy 31 N
Call: 1-877-552-6287
(250) 353-2550 Fax (250) 353-2911

HARBERCRAFT

COMMUNITY
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Sixth annual North Valley Mountain Film Festival a full house
by Art Joyce
Although typically a standing-room
only event, the sixth annual North Valley
Mountain Film Festival was sold out in
advance this year. Organizers introduced
a new feature with feedback forms and
a viewer’s choice ballot that received
80 responses. Proceeds from the festival
will support the North Slocan Trails
Society.
True to the festival’s focus on
local talent, from the beginning it
has worked with student filmmakers
at New Denver’s Lucerne school.
There were two youth entries this year:
Powder Daze by Quade Nicholson
Chodat, a ski movie about “the glorious
powderboarding in Sandon,” and Young
and At ’Er by Yoan and Liam ChandroGosselin, featuring deep powder exploits
of local kids having the time of their

John Robert White, born July 10th,
1942, mercifully passed away in the New
Denver Pavilion on Monday, February
27th, 2012, after a difficult transition
through ALS (Lou Gehrig’s disease). His
beloved daughters, Sandra Jenna White,
Donna Fleming, and Taunia Beaton, and
granddaughter Donna-Leigh White, were
by his side in his final days. John leaves
behind his three daughters, his son James
White, his brother-in-heart Colin Wilke,
his friend and ex-wife Frances White,
his adopted daughter Angela Simpson,
eight grandchildren and two greatgrandchildren, and so many dear friends
that it’s not possible to list them here.
We are especially grateful to Dr. Mike
Magier, as well as the staff and volunteers
of Hospice and Home Support, for their
compassion and care. There will be a
Celebration of Life for John on Sunday,
August 5th, 2012, in New Denver. In lieu
of flowers, donations to the Pavilion and/
or New Denver Hospice Society would
be greatly appreciated, to thank them for
their kindness and support.

lives. Jesse Schpakowski, who grew up
in the New Denver area, exhibited two
slideshows, the first demonstrating his
excellent eye for capturing portraits of
our winged and four-footed neighbours;
the second starring local youth catching
plenty of air on their mountain bikes.
Two of the festival’s most popular
filmmakers—Carl Jacks and Greg
Hill—were present this year to introduce
their films. Carl Jacks, of the Endangered
Creeks Expedition (ECE) announced
the world premiere of Deep Runs the
Canyon, with breathtaking footage of
kayakers running rapids. Whitewater
wonderworlds explored on film include
Cooper Creek canyon, as well as Hamill,
East, St. Leon, and Kuskanax Creeks.
Close-ups of sunlight reflecting in the
shallows remind us: You have to be
there to fully appreciate the astonishing
beauty.
But for the kayakers the whiteknuckle ride down a foaming, rocky
canyon is more than just an act of
bravado. Jacks is seeking to raise
awareness of IPPs (microhydro projects)
and their potential damage to these wild
waterways. The public pushback against
IPPs seems to be working. Quebec
corporation AXOR has lost its electricity
purchase agreement on Glacier Creek
due to problems with the environmental
assessment, although the company still
holds a license on Cooper Creek canyon.
The East Creek descent into Duncan
Lake was originally a part of the AXOR
plan to link to Glacier-Howser but
was abandoned due to inaccessibility.
Unfortunately there are still microhydro
licenses held on Kuskanax and St. Leon
Creeks.
Greg Hill provided a live
commentary on his goal to ski two
million vertical feet, which has taken
him to the peaks of 180 mountains.
It takes a special breed of athlete to
be part of Hill’s team, since elevation
sickness, blisters and exhaustion are all
part of the equation—not to mention
the considerable risk. “The bonds
of trust you form with these guys
is amazing; obviously I trust them
with my life,” said Hill. He spoke of
the additional challenge of having to

Halcyon Hot Springs

King Fisher Restaurant is hiring
The team under Executive Chef Tyler Leeson is expanding
and is looking for a motivated LINE COOK to join the team.
The position is a full time permanent position. Staff housing
can be provided.
Please send your resume to the attention of:
Executive Chef Tyler Leeson
Tyler@halcyon-hotsprings.com
Or call 1-888-689-4699 ext. 118

32 km North of
Nakusp on Hwy 23

balance his achievement with family life.
Unfortunately athletes are seldom artists.
Given the monumental scale of Hill’s
achievement, it would have been great to
see a film with a more dramatic sense of
pacing and a taut, professional script. But
the visuals are stunning—he’s literally
on top of the world and you can see
the clouds rushing past, scooping over
the peaks. “The whole idea is to dream
up—there’s all kinds of opportunities in
life. That’s my goal in life, to challenge
myself endlessly.”
Mike Bernard’s film Crossing
Over: The Art of Jeremy Down focused
less on Down’s art than his near-death
experience in Slocan Lake. Down had
taken his canoe out on a blustery winter
day and found himself swamped by the
lake’s notorious swells. Hypothermia
set in within minutes of him being in
the water and he felt his ties to life
growing thin. Somehow he managed
to surface and make his way to shore
below the home of Dick Callison and
Barb Yeomans. His cries attracted their

help, which saved his life. “You don’t
come back the same way; it’s hard to
interact with the world the same way,”
he says. The film took the Viewer’s
Choice award.
Gary Parkstrom’s film Songlines
captured himself and Nadine Raynolds
riding mountain bikes in the glorious
summer landscape of the high alpine.
Some of the bike paths are obviously
well worn and Parkstrom made the
connection with the Australian aboriginal
concept of songlines—the paths trodden
by the ancestors. The film included
narration based on Wade Davis’ book
The Wayfinders: “The paths of the
ancestors have never been forgotten; as
the aborigines chant the songlines they
enter the realm of the ancestors… To
walk the songlines is to become one with
the ongoing creation of the world.” The
film ends with a question: “Where are
your songlines?”
Joanne Alaric added the social
element to mountain culture with her
film Our Bus, showing the daily school

bus marathon kids from Edgewood,
Fauquier and Burton must endure.
Students commuting to Nakusp spend
over three hours a day on the bus, 148
kilometres round trip. One student said
she’s ridden the bus enough to have
travelled around the world two and a
half times. An unexpected side benefit
is that many of the kids develop close
friendships.
In Kootenay Wild II, the audience
was once again charmed by wildlife
photographer Jim Lawrence and his
amazing images. Lawrence thanked the
festival organizers for supporting arts in
local communities as well as those who
work to protect wildlife habitat, saying,
“keep your chins up because there are
victories.”
Co-organizer Nadine Raynolds said
the total attendance, including volunteers
and filmmakers, is usually about 180, and
the organizing committee is considering
a larger venue for next year.
For more information please visit
http://northvalleyfilmfestival.com.

submitted
The world premiere performances
of a locally created opera, KHAOS,
take place March 8, 9 and 10 at the
Capitol Theatre in Nelson. Tickets
are available at the Capitol Theatre
box office, by phone at 250-352-6363
or online at www.capitoltheatre.bc.ca.
“I think people who see KHAOS
are going to be very surprised by this
show. I’m working on my friends who
have never even thought about going
to an opera to take the plunge and
experience this show. I know they’ll be
blown away,” said Sharon Huizinga,
lighting designer for the show.
KHAOS is a re-imagining of the
ancient Greek myth of Demeter and
Persephone set in a contemporary
world of climate change and looming

global catastrophe.
This re-telling of the Greek legend
asks: “What if civilization’s greed
and unrelenting drive for progress
prevented Persephone from returning
to Earth to console her grieving
mother? Would Demeter’s grief and
rage end life on earth as we know it?”
In 2009, the Amy Ferguson
Institute commissioned composer
Don Macdonald and playwright
and director Nicola Harwood to
collaborate in the creation of KHAOS.
The Amy Ferguson Institute is a
registered charity formed in 2000 to
celebrate the musical legacy of the
late Dr. Amy Ferguson by promoting
the performance, education and
appreciation of fine music in the West
Kootenay region.

The commissioning of KHAOS
is by far the largest project untaken
by the Amy Ferguson Institute. To
complete all three components of this
project – the commission, the world
premiere production in Nelson and
touring the same production to four
other communities in the Kootenays
– has required the Institute to raise
over $100,000.
Following the premiere in Nelson,
the show will travel to the Key City
Theatre in Cranbrook on March 17.
The second leg of the KHAOS tour
will take the show to Grand Forks,
Trail and Creston on May 11, 12 and
13. Tickets on sale at the usual box
office and local retail outlets.
For more information and to hear
excerpts, visit www.khaosopera.com.

submitted
The RCMP is warning the public
to beware of scams.
“Be cautious when any company
or person asks you to send money to
them in any fashion,” says Constable
Mark Macaulay in Nakusp.
The following incident involves a
counterfeit cheque and is an example
of one scam that is currently being
investigated for fraudulent operation.

Recently, a Nakusp citizen
applied for and was offered a job
as a Mystery Shopper for Winners
Merchants International LP. The
citizen was sent a cheque – which
was counterfeit, unbeknownst to the
citizen – and was asked to cash it at a
local bank. Once cashed, the citizen
was directed to send the money by
Money Gram and Western Union so
that the company could assess how

Money Gram and Western Union
treated their customers and if they
verified certain required information.
The RCMP is seeking any
information the public might
have on the person or persons
involved in this crime. Anyone with
information about this incident is
asked to contact the Nakusp RCMP
at (250) 265-3677 or Crimestoppers
at 1-800-222-TIPS.

submitted
The Community Fund of North
Kootenay Lake Society (CFNKLS)
has $15,000 available for 2012 grants.
The deadline for all applications is
Friday, April 27.
CFNKLS is entering its seventh
year of making grants to registered
charities in Kaslo and Area D.
Operating under the wing of the
Osprey Community Foundation,
it has assets of $440,000 which,
along with a $3,785 grant from
the Kootenay Savings Community
Foundation, will generate the
$15,000 that is available for grants
in 2012. Included in these figures are
three field of interest funds: Seniors’
Fund; Child, Youth, and Family
Fund; and Environment Fund.

Application forms are available
at klcommunityfund.org.
Grant recipients will be

announced at the end of May.
For further information, call
David Stewart at 250-366-4623.

Nelson talent showcased in KHAOS: the opera

RCMP warn of internet/telephone scam

CFNKLS accepting applications for grants

About 40 people turned out to protest against smart meters at the FortisBC office in Trail on February 29, Anti-Bullying
Day. Helga Auld from the local chapter of Citizens for Safe Technology reported that there was good representation
from around the region at the event. This was part of a province-wide action organized by the Coalition to Stop Smart
Meters to protest the use of bullying tactics to force smart meters on British Columbians who don’t want them.

